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Abstract 

The deployment of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) in recent military 

operations has received much media attention.  Their success in carrying out surveillance 

and combat missions in sensitive areas has been trumpeted.  An area of intense research 

has been on controlling a group of small-sized UAVs to carry out reconnaissance 

missions normally undertaken by large UAVs such as Predator or Global Hawk.  A 

control strategy for coordinating the UAV movements of such a group of UAVs adopts 

the bio-inspired swarm model to produce autonomous group behavior.   

This research proposes establishing a distributed database system on a group of 

swarming UAVs, providing for data storage during a reconnaissance mission.  A 

distributed database system model is simulated treating each UAV as a distributed 

database site connected by a wireless network.  In this model, each UAV carries a sensor 

and communicates to a command center when queried.  Drawing equivalence to a sensor 

network, the network of UAVs poses as a dynamic ad-hoc sensor network.   

 The distributed database system based on a swarm of UAVs is tested against a set 

of reconnaissance test suites with respect to evaluating system performance.  The design 

of experiments focuses on the effects of varying the query input and types of swarming 

UAVs on overall system performance.  The results show that the topology of the UAVs 

has a distinct impact on the output of the sensor database.  The experiments measuring 

system delays also confirm the expectation that in a distributed system, inter-node 

communication costs outweigh processing costs.    
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SWARM BASED IMPLEMENTATION OF A VIRTUAL DISTRIBUTED 
DATABASE SYSTEM IN A SENSOR NETWORK 

 

I. Introduction 

The wide scale employment of remotely controlled or autonomous unmanned 

aerial vehicles (UAVs) is no longer a science fiction.  The development in both 

aeronautic control technology and wireless communications have made unmanned aerial 

vehicles that require little human supervision flying in the sky a reality.   A true story 

reported by Richard J. Newman on Air Force Magazine Online is:   

 
Important parts of Operation Iraqi Freedom were carried out by remote control. 

In the first week of Gulf War II, a Marine reconnaissance team near Basra reported it was surrounded by 
enemy troops and in need of reinforcements. The quickest way in was by helicopter, but the nearby terrain 
was unfamiliar.  

Out went an urgent request for U-2 and Predator surveillance aircraft to scout possible landing zones. 

Five thousand miles away, at Langley AFB, Va., USAF Capt. Bob Lyons turned to the task. He and dozens 
of his colleagues had been set up in 27 chilly trailers lashed together to form a distributed ground station 
(DGS), which monitored minute details of the war. Lyons started redirecting a U-2 that was already airborne 
over Iraq. The U-2 got onto the scene and snapped its first pictures a mere 20 minutes after the original call 
for help. 

Intelligence experts at Langley and another base (unnamed here, at Air Force request) quickly analyzed the 
photos and then transmitted them via satellite to the combined air operations center (CAOC) in Saudi Arabia. 
There, US planners reviewed the images and began to designate landing zones and prepare for the mission. 

A few minutes later, Lyons helped direct a Predator unmanned aerial vehicle to the scene of the action. 
Specialists looking through the UAV’s camera located the Marines and scanned the ground for signs of any 
Iraqi activity near the potential landing zones. The UAV relayed real-time video to Langley, the CAOC, and 
several other posts. 

The long-distance linkup paid off: Two hours after the first Marine SOS, reinforcements were on their way to 
the LZs. [45] 
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The key in information warfare is to integrate information collected from all 

sources (intelligence, diplomatic channel, reconnaissance activities, and mass media) and 

to have them available to the right person at the right time.   

From experiences in recent encounters on the battlefield, the Department of 

Defense understands the importance of information superiority.  Information and the 

technology that allows rapid information flow are recognized to “impact every facet of 

military operations [73].”  Figure 1 shows the impact of information technology in war 

over time [43].  The flow of the right information to decision makers is critical in the 

overall command and control.  As demonstrated in the excerpt above, information 

technology enables raw data to travel far across distance and hierarchy to be translated 

into useful information for the decision maker to initiate corresponding military 

maneuvers. 

Information Technology &
Its Impact on the Warfighter

Cognitive Tools/  Cognitive Tools/  
Artificial IntelligenceArtificial Intelligence

Data 
Transfer 

Rate
Soldiers to 

Cover 10 Sq. 
Kilometers

Civil WarCivil War

3 Words 
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Minute
38,830 

Soldiers

World War IIWorld War II

66 Words 
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Minute
300    300    

SoldiersSoldiers

Gulf WarGulf War

192,000 
Words Per 

Minute
24      

Soldiers

Future WarFuture War

1.5 Trillion 
Words Per 

Minute
3        

Soldiers

Time Line TelegraphTelegraph TeletypeTeletype ComputerComputer

18651865 19141914 19451945 19911991 20102010

World War IWorld War I

30 Words 
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Minute
4,040 4,040 

SoldiersSoldiers

VideoVideo--
TeleconferencingTeleconferencing

 

Figure 1 Time line on the effect of information technology in war 
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In the push to reduce casualties in the war, developing unmanned robots that 

perform tasks formerly done by humans is a hot topic of research. As more UAVs 

participate in real combat, more research [41][30][3] in this area is underway.   

Historically [36], two of the major military tasks for UAVs have been target 

identification and intelligence gathering.  In these tasks, cameras or sensors for collecting 

data are mounted on the unmanned aerial vehicles.  Some of the possible data collected 

are aperture radar images, infrared images, or digital images [3].  The Department of 

Defense spends millions of dollars pushing the technology advancement on UAV related 

research ranging from automatic collision avoidance, and integrating the propulsion 

system into the airframe for reducing size, to autonomous mission control capabilities [3].  

Recently, a new direction in the research of UAV control technology has been swarming 

UAVs.  This research builds on the concept of UAV swarms and looks into deploying a 

distributed database system in such a swarm network.  

1.1 Sensors on UAVs 

Small, wireless sensors such as MICA sensors developed by Crossbow [18] found 

applications in many areas ranging from wireless sensor networks to environmental 

monitoring.  Each sensor is 2.25x1.25x0.25 (inch) in size and weighs 0.7oz [18].  

Equipped with a multi-channel radio transceiver and various sensing capabilities, these 

sensors operate on battery power using 8mA of current when in active mode and less than 

15µA in sleep mode [18].  In addition, MICA sensors are reprogrammmable through 

wireless remote control. Their small size allows them to be embedded in other 

equipment.  They can also interact with various onboard control systems, functioning 

similar to the way thermostats help maintain the temperature of an office building.   
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 Current UAVs are both scare and in high demand.  The cost objective of Global 

Hawk and DarkStar UAVs programs were approximately $10 million apiece for a fly-

ready vehicle [19].  Although the cost is only a fraction of that of a manned aircraft, 

inspecting the costs of an array of UAVs published by the United Stated Department of 

Defense UAV Roadmap Briefing in Table 1 [19] shows that UAVs are not cheap.  Air 

Combat Command chief Gen. Hal Hornburg at an Air Force Association conference in 

February 2003 stated plainly that UAVs are definitely not disposable items [49].  

Building numerous small, inexpensive unmanned aerial vehicles provides the solution.  

Multiple sensors offer adequate redundancy for target identification.  These UAV sensors 

can be either of the same type or operate at different frequencies and resolution to 

complement one another.  It is both intuitive and experimentally proven [35] that fused 

information from two sensors more reliably identifies targets than one sensor.  Also 

because of the redundancy of sensors, failure of any sensor only marginally impacts the 

overall intelligence collecting ability.  In addition, their reduced cost and complexity 

makes them easier to replace.   

Table 1 UAV Construction Properties. 

System Aircraft Cost 
FY02 $* 

Aircraft 
Weight, lb* 

Payload 
Weight, lb 

System Cost 
FY02 $ 

Number of 
Acft/System 

Predator $1,700,000 1135 450 $30,000,000 4 
Pioneer $650,000 307 75 $7,000,000 4 
Hunter $1,200,000 1170 200 $20,000,000 8 
Global 
Hawk 

$20,000,000 9200 1950 $57,000,000 1 

Shadow 200 $325,000 216 60 $6,200,000 4 
Fire Scout $1,800,000 1502 200 $14,200,000 3 
Dragon Eye $35,000 3.5 1 $120,000 3 
*Aircraft costs are minus sensor costs, and aircraft weights are minus fuel and payload capacities.  Hard ware costs, 
including GFE, are used. 
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1.2 Ad Hoc Network   

A network of UAVs is more than a wireless network of sensors.  UAVs are 

mobile units; the relative positions of individual entity are not fixed.  Conventional 

routings lack the flexibility offered by an ad-hoc network in several aspects.  In fact, 

transmissions in dynamically moving sensors or swarming UAVs entail the use of an ad-

hoc network.  An ad-hoc network refers to a local area network with dynamic network 

components that form a temporary network [55].  Ad-hoc networks stand out in their 

ability to reconfigure and adapt to the current availability of network devices.  A protocol 

using dynamic source routing in ad hoc networks that “adapts quickly to routing changes 

when host movement is frequent, yet requires little or no overhead during periods in 

which hosts move less frequently” is presented in [32].  Different techniques in dynamic 

routing of messages to mobile hosts have been suggested [32][50][77].  There are two 

principal reasons for using ad-hoc networks as the communication medium.  

First, no established infrastructure or central administration is available.  A group 

of UAVs can be summoned to a battlefield on a short notice where they communicate via 

wireless network, perform team collaboration through distributed control.  In this case, no 

prior arrangements for communication routes are made and the nodes are highly mobile.  

An ad-hoc network is designed to adjust to the change of topology or the lack of defined 

topology among nodes.   

Second, the unpredictability of the environment introduces extra challenges to the 

network communication.  Some nodes may become temporarily unreachable due to 

interferences from terrain, electro-magnetic noises, or malfunctions.  In addition, mobile 

hosts may move out of range for wireless signals.  Due to the robust property of ad-hoc 
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networks, if a router goes down or out of reach, an ad-hoc network is able to find another 

path quickly.   

1.3 Research Goal and Objectives 

Automated tools, like sensors, act as monitoring systems constantly reading new 

data from the environment.  This data accumulates over time and the volume of data 

grows rapidly when a number of sensors are deployed, especially for image data, the size 

of which is usually large.  As the amount of data increases, handling data within the 

system becomes increasingly difficult.  Using a database is a structured way to organize 

data and facilitate data searching [28], information retrieval, or pattern recognition [40].  

Pattern recognition methods, such as data mining in the database, allow users to make full 

utilization of the data at hand. 

This research imposes a distributed database on the structure of an existing UAV 

communication network.  Because of the decentralized nature of swarms, a distributed 

database consisting of the individual swarming UAVs is a convenient way for managing 

data storage.  A distributed database can be defined as  

A database that consists of two or more data files located at different sites on a computer network. Because 
the database is distributed, different users can access it without interfering with one another. However, the 
DBMS must periodically synchronize the scattered databases to make sure that they all have consistent data 
[72]. 

 
The database sites (UAVs) that compose the distributed database system can be 

physically scattered over a large area through network connections.  In spite of the 

physical locations, they are logically considered a large single database.  In a distributed 

database system, the application processor software at each database site is responsible 

for processing requests that require access to more than one site, offering the impression 

of a single system.  In a distributed database system made of UAVs, accessing remote 
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database sites can be achieved through wireless network connection.  The database 

system then combines information from multiple sites (UAVs) into a single resulting set, 

which is returned to the site where the query originated. 

This thesis effort investigates embedding a distributed database system in the 

system components of a group of information-collecting unmanned aerial vehicles 

(UAVs).  The movement of UAVs is based on the existing behavior model of swarming 

UAVs developed by Kadrovach [33].   It is assumed that each UAV has some processing 

power and local storage capability to manage the processing and storage requirements of 

a distributed database on top of the resources consumed by swarm and navigation control.  

Following the swarm model of autonomous UAVs in [33], a swarm is assumed to 

maintain its altitude once airborne, constraining the swarm movement in two dimensions.   

The goal of this research is to study the possibility of establishing a distributed database 

system on a swarm of sensor UAVs and what it offers both in terms of system efficiency 

and effectiveness (information retrieval).  The following objectives are set forth to 

facilitate achieving this goal:   

1. To develop and analyze the input query conditions and the swarm property 

of a distributed sensor database system and their influence on system 

performance.  

2. To design sets of test suites for assessing system performance. 

3. To examine the relative effects of variables affecting the output of the 

system (sensitivity analysis).  

The collaboration amongst UAVs in an operational environment has not been widely 

employed to date.  In this research effort, it is assumed that the UAV network can be 
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easily scaled to a large size, which is one of the properties of a distributed database 

discussed in chapter II.  With the vision of scaling swarms of sensor UAVs to large sizes, 

this research takes the following approach: 

• To understand the technology and issues associated in developing a distributed 

database system on mobile sensors. 

• To develop a model of a distributed database system with rudimentary database 

operation support. 

• To design the system model to account for major contributors of system latencies 

such as inter-processor communication and load and their relative contribution. 

• To design and analyze results of experiments with respect to the principles stated 

in Chapter IV and inspect how they conform to the general expectations of a 

distribution database system. 

1.4 Thesis Outline  

The document is organized as follows:  Chapter II gives background descriptions 

of the problem domain, pointing out application specific properties.  Previous research 

efforts and proposals relating to the problem domain along with potential solutions are 

included.  This provides the necessary information to understand the swarm-based 

distributed database system presented.  Chapter III addresses the major concepts and 

designs of the system model.  A set of system functionalities is listed along with data 

representation paradigms.  The design model of the distributed database system on UAVs 

is outlined, enabling further analysis on the model.  Chapter IV presents detailed 

implementation descriptions and discusses the process and approaches for conducting 

experiments.  Relevant performance evaluation metrics are defined and considered for 
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examining the test results.  Chapter V discusses the outcome of the experiments and 

presents the test analysis.   The effects of tested variables on system performance with 

respect to the defined evaluation measures are inspected.  Chapter VI presents a summary 

of the research concluding the results analysis and offers suggestions for future work.   
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II. Background 

This chapter gives an overview of the background information for using a 

distributed database in a network of swarming UAVs.  Related research in areas of sensor 

network, swarming, database data storage for efficient retrieval, and search methods for 

finding optimal solutions in constrained search space are discussed.  The discussion 

focuses on the issues involved in the database aspect of airborne unmanned flying 

machines used for either reconnaissance or surveillance missions.  The discussion then 

gives a closer look at distributed database systems and lists some of the application 

requirements and system constraints identified by previous researchers. 

2.1 From Data Collection to Information Retrieval 

In this information age, technology has revolutionized the structure of modern 

warfare.  Since World War II through the military campaign in Iraq, superiority in war is 

not achieved in the mass –the number of soldiers in the battlefield, but through 

information and information-based technology.  Examples of using information 

technology in the battlefield proliferate: autonomous GPS guided missiles, strategic 

planning based on satellite images of adversary territory, GPS locating devices, etc.   

The popularly recognized model proposed by Col John Boyd, USAF (Ret) for 

Command and Control (C2) activities in the military decision making process in the 

theater is known as the Observe Orient Decide Act (OODA) Loop in Figure 2 [70][71].  

Observation includes gathering factual data from sensors or other means in the 

battlefield.  Knowledge and useful information is extracted from the data at hand and is 

supplied to the decision makers.  Taking all sources of information into consideration, 
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decisions are made.  Based on the decisions, actions are taken that directly or indirectly 

affect the condition of the battlefield.  More information about the OODA loop concept is 

found in [44][47].  The surveillance activities in the battlefield again provide feedback 

and confirm the effects of their actions.  The OODA loop repeats itself [71].  

 

Figure 2  OODA Loop 

 Our discussion of sensors network and storage structure for information search 

falls under observe and orient in the OODA loop.  The raw data from one sensor by itself 

does not have much meaning without putting it in context.  Piecing together data from a 

set of sensors may reveal the layout of adversary forces.  Analogously, images of an area 

at one moment in time may not be informative.  Comparing several snapshots at different 

times may indicate the movement of certain objects of interest.  The seemingly simple 

concept of integrating collected data so that information can be conveniently induced 

through inquiry is not trivial.  A discussion of data fusion in a decentralized sensor 

structure for target tracking and recognition is presented in Appendix A.  The next few 

sections contain some of the past research efforts related to the various system design 
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components.  Also, other related research are included as appropriate for an overall 

understanding. 

2.1.1 Sensor Network  

The COUGAR project, developed in part by Cornell University, focuses on the 

sensor network [66].  Motivated by the insufficient support for scalability and flexibility 

in current sensor networks, the COUGAR project takes a distributed database approach 

for processing sensor data over an ad-hoc network.  The system supports long-running 

queries for monitoring the environment as well as extemporaneous queries submitted by 

users [66].  The Cougar system is capable of handling simple queries requesting raw data 

from sensors to complex queries involving aggregate information gathered by multiple 

sensors.  Appendix B highlights the issues covered in the COUGAR database project as 

applied to the dynamic UAV sensor system.  The current research objectives of the 

COUGAR project are “to build a new distributed data management layer that scales with 

the growth of sensor interconnectivity and computational power on the sensors” and 

“cross-layer optimizations,” which exploits commonly occurring patterns in query 

processing to preserve resources [66].  

By introducing the assumption that network nodes (sensors) possess local storage 

capability, network traffic can be greatly reduced due to the fact that data buffering can 

reduce the frequency of data transfer.  Instead of transmitting small pieces of data 

frequently across the network, large quantities can be transferred in less frequent 

intervals, reducing the chance of transfer collision and the loss of data.  Moreover, having 

local storage in sensors enables sensors to keep a history of the sensor readings locally 

and facilitates the fast detection of either environment changes or any query regarding 
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recent sensor updates.  In a stable environment devoid of changes, many consecutive 

sensor readings would be the same over a period of time.  Keeping a short history of the 

readings makes it convenient to implement a policy at the sensor level such as storing the 

updates only when there are changes in sensor readings.    

  Similarly, augmenting sensor nodes with local processing power has several 

advantages.  In a networked system, the computation workload can be allotted to a set of 

nodes exploiting parallel computation.  Another potential use of the local processor is to 

perform pre-processing tasks locally.  One simple pre-processing task that follows from 

the previous example of storing sensor readings only when changes occur involves 

comparing readings to decide if two readings are identical.  More computational intensive 

pre-processing tasks are possible, too.  For image data, images need to be stored in a 

certain format along with some metadata that distinguish the image to allow content-

based retrieval.  In this case, image-preprocessing may include computing image features 

and extracting identifying properties before the images are admitted to the database. 

 As suggested in the Cougar project, the combination of processing and storage 

ability at local nodes can be exploited for both conserving power consumption and 

eliminating network congestion [76].  Instead of transferring sensor data from each node 

to a central location over a large network, computations can be performed in a 

distributive manner at local nodes to produce intermediate results.  The intermediate 

results of reduced size can then be processed subsequently.  Aggregation functions such 

as average, max, or min, can use this approach.  Since only the intermediate results are 

sent, the number of message transmitted across network is greatly decreased, which both 

conserves energy due to reduced transmission and mitigates network congestion.  The 
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challenge in this approach is synchronization between nodes, which is exacerbated by the 

variance in network latency.     

2.1.2 Swarming UAVs  

Having UAVs swarm has received much attention in the DoD [12].  Swarming is 

an emergent behavior observed in species such as bees, ants, and geese.  Swarming has 

been tested through millions of years of evolution and proves to be a good strategy for 

tasks requiring collaboration.  Swarming allows individuals to interact and achieve 

elaborate group behavior that is not within the capability of any one individual [12].  The 

assumption is that a large number of the unmanned air vehicles, on the order of hundreds 

or thousands, equipped with wireless sensing devices can emulate social insects and 

swarm like flocks of birds [33].  

 Because swarming has some very attractive attributes to the control of a group of 

autonomous machines such as decentralized, implicit control, resilient to imperfection, 

and robust scalability, the swarming behavior is integrated to the methodology of 

autonomous cooperative control of UAVs [12].  Through swarming, complex and 

elaborate structures emerge from the interaction of a number of low-intelligent entities 

following a few simple rules.  By emulating the swarming behavior in the controller, a 

group of simple, autonomous unmanned aerial vehicles can cooperate to perform the job 

of a highly trained human [12]. 

In swarming, individuals communicate and interact amongst the group.  The 

information collected by sensors is organized and stored in a convenient manner.  

Another feature of a swarm is that despite the lack of global knowledge, the absence of 

global communication, and the presence of environmental noise, individuals are capable 
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of performing tasks efficiently as a group [23].  This feature of swarms is desirable for a 

collection of swarming UAVs since wireless communications are noisy and limited in 

range. 

Swarming is one aspect in the domain of autonomous aerial vehicles.  The subject 

of autonomous aerial vehicles has attracted much research interest because it 

encompasses and inter-relates problems across multiple disciplines.  For example, 

scheduling problems that are combinatorial in complexity are found in the mission 

planning and sensor allocation tasks.  In fact, a genetic algorithm model designed for the 

mission planning and dynamic allocation of airborne sensors has been proposed with the 

goal of minimizing both execution cost and time, while maximizing the fulfillment of 

high priority requests [61].  Particle simulation concepts also revealed their use in the 

modeling of swarm dynamics in [68]. 

Existing research efforts established both a behavior model for swarming sensors 

and a communication model for swarm-based sensor networks [33].  These swarm-based 

sensors do not just move; they communicate and move in a structured manner following a 

set of simple rules.   While a plethora of protocols for mobile ad hoc networks exist [33], 

due to either the lack of scalability or the large amount of overhead in implementation, 

only three network routing protocols were investigated, namely, simplified Directed 

Diffusion, Geographical Routing, and Flood protocol.  When applied to steady-state 

networks, simplified Directed Diffusion protocol slightly outperforms Geographical-

based Routing protocol, while they both outperform the Flood protocol [33].  However, 

Directed Diffusion requires more system resources than the other two [33]. 
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2.1.3 Fast Data Retrieval  

For large databases, mechanisms for efficient and accurate information retrieval 

become mandatory.  Commonly used techniques include fragmentation, caching, and 

partial replication.  [38] discusses the effects of data storage organization, collection 

selection, and partial replication with replica selection on performance.  The results of 

simulation confirm that performance is heavily impacted by data locality and data 

partition.  It is also noteworthy that partial collection replication is not the same as 

caching, which though simple and fast, fails to identify similar queries relating to the 

same data set [38].  Another work by the authors of [38] indicates that the approach of 

partial replication with replica selection would increase query locality and outperform 

simple cashing with various configurations; “a combined approach will probably yield 

the best performance. [39]”   

Ezeife and Barker in [21] address the fragmentation of data across individual sites 

for distributed object based systems.  Investigations in the placement scheme of data to 

minimize data transfer and thus the communication delays over the network for a 

distributed database system mostly consider data as relations with the underlying 

assumption of having text-based data.  Research concerning fragmentation in a 

distributed object-based system is rare.  [21] provides algorithms for horizontal 

fragmentation based on class inheritance and hierarchies.  The objects in the system are 

grouped into classes which include methods and attributes.  While the expected 

computation time of the proposed algorithm is favorable – having polynomial order of 

complexity, the algorithm has its shortcomings.   The algorithm assumes that the data 

access pattern is known a priori and organizes the data fragments based on these 
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predetermined patterns.   The proposed algorithm has been tested on a static network; 

support for transparent migration of fragments in a mobile environment is still the subject 

of ongoing research [21].   

2.1.4 Data Replication 

As mentioned in Section 2.1.3, for a distributed database of moderate size to 

deliver satisfactory performance, a data replication mechanism must be in place.  Data 

replication in distributed database systems refers to keeping the same data at multiple 

sites to reduce the communication cost for transferring data.  Although data replication 

enables quick reference for read operations, it introduces complexities in the algorithm 

for write operations.  In the simplest form, the read-one/write-all technique allows read 

operations to read from any available copy and write operations have to change all copies 

of the data.  Updating data can be costly and may severely degenerate performance due to 

the delay involved in keeping all copies of the same object consistent.  Innovative 

methods such as enhanced tree quorum algorithm and multiple tree quorum algorithm 

[11] were designed to decrease the operational cost while improving data availability.  In 

general, these methods present a balance between data consistency and the time it takes 

to complete updates. 

For replication to improve the system performance, copies of the object should be 

widely available when large numbers of reads are requested, while the number of replicas 

should be minimized when there are numerous writes.  Taking this concept, Ouri 

Wolfson et al. in [75] designed an adaptive data replication (ADR) algorithm for 

replicating objects in the distributed database systems.  The dynamic algorithm changes 

the locations and number of processors in which replicas are maintained according to the 
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read-write pattern of the accessing object.  The replication scheme expands, contracts, 

and shifts depending on the usage requests in the network.  Experiments show that “the 

communication cost of the ADR algorithm is on average between 21% and 50% lower 

than that of a static replication algorithm [75].”  Two features that make the ADR 

algorithm suitable for a distributed system are: the execution of the ADR algorithm does 

not depend on global knowledge of other nodes but only locally collected statistics of the 

network traffic and some memory to keep track of status of its neighbors; the ADR 

algorithm is compatible and can be integrated with several existing “concurrency control 

and recovery mechanisms of a distributed database management system [75].”    

2.2 Distributed Database on the UAV Communication Network 

In the report of using UAVs in a reinforcement mission quoted in the 

introduction, the command center appears to be the only interface with UAV from which 

orders were issued and responses were sent back.  Yet, the scenario can potentially be 

broadened to have more components involved in the command and control (C2) chain.  

Instead of one UAV, a group of UAVs are deployed and there’s communication among 

the group as well as outside the group.  In this case, each UAV is equipped with a 

sensor/camera and limited computing and storage capability.  Each of the UAVs can be 

treated as a small database site; the ground command center, equipped with more 

physical resources, is another large database site.  Additional sites potentially may 

include nearby aircraft that help exploit the locality of resources.   

From the view of a communication network, a database search request can come 

from a bomber aircraft requesting the location of a target.  The request may be routed 

through the command center, relayed by the satellite, to surveillance UAVs to find the 
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current position of such an object.  On the other hand, the UAVs may want to classify the 

images they collect and identify objects of interest such as automated target recognition.  

In this case, the database is searched against the collected image.  Since the searched 

object most likely is not on the local disk of the requesting UAV, the request is passed on 

to other distributed data sites.  In sophisticated aerial vehicles such as UAVs, it can be 

reasonably assumed that UAVs periodically receive positioning information from 

satellites as part of the global positioning and flight control routines.  The database 

system can take advantage of the existing communication link for navigation to distribute 

data and transmitting queries among nodes.   

    As a side note, one important use of images captured by UAVs is to facilitate 

automatic target detection and recognition.  Borphys et. al. [6], for example, proposed an 

approach for long range automatic detection of targets using multi-sensor images to 

detect stationary or moving targets.  The major task of target recognition is comparing 

images for patterns and searching for objects of interest.  Logical entities are separated 

from their backgrounds using techniques of image segmentation [56].  If a match is 

found, the information can be transmitted to other units.  Automatic target recognition, 

however, is the topic of many research efforts [6] [34] [48] [65] [7] [46] and is outside 

the range of this research.   

2.3 Why Distributed Database? 

In a distributed database network consisting of UAVs, each UAV acts as a small 

database site while the ground command center is a large data repository; other aircraft 

participating in the database transactions can also be treated as data repositories.  The 

small and mobile swarming UAVs neither have nor should be assumed to have the same 
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amounts of resources for computation and storage as the ground command center.  

Because of the non-uniform distribution of resources among database sites, the 

distributed database system thus formed is considered a heterogeneous database.   

Nonetheless, presenting the various data repositories as a single system is the 

responsibility of the distributed database management system software.  The database 

management system functions similar to the middleware present in a cluster of a parallel 

computing system that supports the single system image (SSI) infrastructure and system 

availability infrastructure.  It is described in [8] that “the SSI infrastructure glues together 

operating systems on all nodes to offer unified access to system resources.”  The 

distributed database management system is responsible for numerous essential tasks that 

ensure the smooth operation of the distributed database.  Among them are system 

recovery from crashes, communication link failures; keeping track of data distribution 

and replication; maintaining data consistency of replicas.   

2.3.1 Advantages of a Distributed Database System 

As a result, the key benefits of a distributed database system include [1] 

• Transparency Queries are submitted independent of the location of the 

data (location transparency) and the operation is the same for local or remote 

objects (access transparency).  The distributed database system appears as a single 

system.  The database system masks object migration, concurrency issues, object 

replication, system expansion, system failure, and system load from users 

(migration, concurrency, scalability, replication, failure, and performance 

transparency). 
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• Capacity and Scalability  The amount of memory and the number of hard disk 

drives of a single system is limited.  Having several database servers that act as a 

single system increases the resources available and the software and hardware 

from any node in the system can be shared (resource sharing).  As the demand 

grows, more computer systems are connected with little or no upheaval to the 

DBMS.   

• Efficiency and flexibility Data is stored close to the anticipated point of use.  

Multiple copies of the same data are made and distributed throughout the network 

making them readily available to requesting sites (data replication).  Extensions 

and improvements to the system can be accommodated through both standardized 

and published interfaces (openness). 

• Reliability and Availability The distributed database consists of many sites and 

contains duplicated data (redundancy).  When one site fails, the overall system 

remains functional and allows data access from other sites (fault tolerance).  In the 

face of failures, the database system is also responsible for data recovery. 

Besides these benefits, the distributed database system has close correspondence to the 

decentralized swarming behavior and the distributed nature of the application. 

      The features of the distributed database system meet many of the demands of the 

UAV operation.  First, queries submitted to the database should be allowed to enter from 

any site on the network – queries from any UAVs for target recognition, from the 

command center for pattern searching, from tanks or air combat fighters for information 

retrieval.  No information regarding the location of the relevant data is required by the 

query input.  Second, as the amount of image data increases or more sites are added, the 
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database system should to adapt to the changes without major modification to the system.  

Third, querying response time of the system is tested under the real time requirement of 

military operations.  The positions of various sites may change, as is the direction of flow 

of query evaluation.  Fourth, the nature of the task induces higher risk of encountering 

site failures.  The loss of communication may make one or more sites temporarily 

unreachable.  The system’s robustness to failures and the ability to provide service in 

spite of imperfect conditions is a merit. 

2.3.2 Constraints and Assumptions 

Other limitations in the design of UAV network processing concern with the 

physical resources as suggested in the Cougar project [76]. 

• Communication The UAVs use wireless communication.  Problems with the 

wireless links include bandwidth sharing, latency variance, transmission range, 

and data loss rate. 

• Power Consumption Energy conservation is a consideration since both 

communication and computation on UAV sensors are powered by onboard 

batteries.        

• Computation A class of UAVs known as micro air vehicles is distinguished by 

its small size and weight.  Figure 3 shows a micro air vehicle, Black Widow, 

developed by AeroVironment [33][69].  Having a length of 0.5 foot and weighing 

0.093 pounds, Black Widow is an aircraft designed to carry a black and white 

300x240 pixels video camera for military intelligence activities [33][69].  As the 

sizes of UAVs diminish, resources become more constrained.  One of the 

considerations in sensor network design is that sensors are limited in computing 
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power and memory sizes which confines the type of processing algorithms and 

the amount of results stored on a UAV.  

• Uncertainty in Sensor Readings Physical readings from sensors have 

uncertainty because of the resolutions of the sensor, various environmental noises, 

and other surrounding effects [76]. 

 

Figure 3 Micro Air Vehicle- Black Widow 

One of the features of distributed database systems is data sharing while 

maintaining local control.  In our case, queries can be submitted to the database from any 

database site.  A query presented to an image database presumably can be in the form of 

query by sample or query by features.  In the former case, an example image is submitted 

and the result is a set of images in the database similar to the input image to a certain 

degree.  In the latter case, the sample image is converted to a set of features representing 

the image, and the query is formulated accordingly.  A human expert or a pattern 

extraction algorithm can be responsible for this conversion.  In either case, for the 

discussion of a distributed database system studied in this document, it is assumed that 

such a mechanism is in place and so is a reasonable content-based retrieval algorithm. 
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2.4 Distributed Processing 

The model of a swarm of processors establishes the basic structure of a distributed 

system.  A distributed system affords reduced system processing time in most situations 

and has more resources at its disposal to meet the time sensitive requirements of real-time 

applications.  Compared to a single-processor system, distributed processing enjoys 

larger storage by means of utilizing all the hard disks of the processors connected in the 

network.   Distributed processing also enjoys the prerogative of concurrent processing 

without the constraint of sharing the computing time of a CPU.  The sections that follow 

describe an algebraic model for message routing, a representation of the network 

connection topology, and includes a discussion of the various image processing 

algorithms applicable in a distributed environment.    

2.4.1 Query Processing 

In database systems, for a given operation, different processing strategies are 

evaluated to find the strategy with the lowest cost.  For centralized database systems, I/O 

operations are the slowest operations in a uniprocessor application, thus the number of 

disk accesses is often a good indicator for evaluating the cost of a processing strategy.  

For distributed database systems, additional factors such as the cost of communication 

over the network and the performance gain from parallel data processing should be taken 

into consideration [58].   

For message passing costs between processors in the network, store-and-forward 

routing is briefly discussed.  Assume data transmission within the network uses packet 

routing, which is generally deemed more suitable for “networks with highly dynamic 

states [25].”  Under packet routing, a message is broken into small parts of equal length.  
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For simplicity, in the formulation of a cost model described in this section, all packets of 

a message are assumed to follow the same path from the source to destination node.  Let 

ts stands for the startup time of a message transfer, which is the overhead associated with 

each message.  r is the size of the original message in a packet; s is the additional 

information including error correction and sequence number for each packet.  Together, 

r+s is the total length of a packet.  If it takes tw1 time to prepare a packet, preparing a 

message of size m into packets takes mtw1 time units.  If a packet traverses l hops before 

reaching the destination, each hop adding th time to the relay, and the network transfers 

one word every tw2 unit of time, then the first packet would spend thl+tw2(r+s) time in 

network transmission.  A message of size m has m/r packets.  Because of the pipelined 

packet routing technique, after the first packet arrives, the rest of the packets arrive one 

by one at tw2(r+s) seconds intervals.  Borrowed from [25], the network transmission cost 

model can be expressed by Equation 1. 

Time for a message transfer  

tcomm = ts + tw1m +thl  +tw2(r+s) +(m/r-1) tw2(r+s)= ts + thl + twm  (1) 

where tw = tw1 + tw2(1+s/r). 

      As Grama et al. points out in [25], the communication cost model suggests that 

there are three ways to minimize the cost, targeting toward reducing each variable in the 

model.   

• Reduce the number of times a startup cost is incurred.  The startup cost ts is fixed 

for each message transfer.  If multiple short messages combine into a long 

message, the average startup cost per unit length is reduced. 
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• Minimize the size of data.   Keeping the data size small reduces the twm term. 

• Minimize the number of hops in data transfer.  The number of intermediate 

nodes a packet visits affects the routing delay expressed in thl. 

In addition to the communication cost, the performance gain obtained from 

multiprocessors and more aggregate cache space should be considered.  A widely-

accepted law governing parallel processing for fixed workload is Amdahl’s Law, which 

states the performance improvement to be gained from using many processors over a 

serial execution by one processor is upper-bounded by the fraction the program can be 

executed in parallel [52].  For a program that requires T(1) to complete execution in serial 

mode using one processor, having a fraction B of the program that can only be run 

serially, if N processors are used, the parallelized execution time would be B*T(1)+((1-

B)*T(1))/N.  The speedup (S), governed by Amdahl’s Law, would thus be S= 

N/((B*N)+(1-B)) [42].  Gustafson’s Law offers a fixed time speedup model in which the 

problem size is scaled with the assumption that parallel work scales with the problem 

[10][64].  Sun and Ni’s Law generalizes both Amdahl’s Law and Gustafson’s Law to 

propose a fixed-memory model [10]. With these three models available to evaluate 

parallel processing applications, the model of choice depends on both the assumption of 

the test suites and the testing strategies adopted. 

 For wireless network communications, in addition to the message passing model 

discussed previously, it should be noted that not all routes in a wireless network incur the 

same latency.  The network connecting the distributed database can be modeled as a 

weighted directed graph with no negative edge.  Such a model can expresses the fact that 

in a wireless network, messages traversing in different directions on the same route can 
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have different costs.  The graph consists of a set of vertices (nodes), a set of edges (arcs) 

and weight function w to map edges to weights.  The weights of the edges are associated 

with the data transfer cost as computed by the communication cost model. 

Definition [59]:  Given a weighted directed graph (G(V,E),w), we define the weight of a 

path 

p = (v0, v1, …, vk) 

        as the sum of the weights of it’s constituent edges, i.e., as equation 2. 

w(p) = ∑
=

k

i
vw

1
 vi)1,-i(      (2) 

An example of a weighted directed graph is shown in Figure 4 [26]. 

 

Figure 4 A mathematical model of a wireless network 

The shortest-path weight δ(u, v), which is the sum of the weights along the 

shortest path, from u to v is expressed in equation 3 [60]. 
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  (3) 

2.4.2 Parallel Image Processing  

Image processing can take advantages of parallel processing in distributed 

processing as well.  Because a high degree of locality and parallelism exist in most image 

processing jobs [62], parallel computing platforms provides easy mapping and becomes 

an economical computing option.  Squyres et. al. implemented a parallel image 

processing software library, the Parallel Image Processing Toolkit, for obtaining speedy 

processing of large images [62].  The software library is built on the commonly accepted 

Message Passing Interface (MPI) standard; experiments using this library have shown 

promising. 

Along the same line in providing tools for high performance applications in 

support of parallel image processing, a library-based software architecture is designed 

that makes parallel implementation transparent to developers.  Seinstra et. al. give an 

assessment of the effectiveness of the proposed architecture in terms of performance 

improvement from three example applications:  template matching, multi-baseline stereo 

vision, and line detection [57].  The results show that the architecture allows efficient 

application executions that are comparable to hand-coded programs (not significantly 

outperformed by hand-coded programs).  As a consequence, application programmers are 

able to develop high performance applications in image processing without mastering 

parallel programming [57]. 
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Parallel processing can even increases the efficiency of pattern matching tasks.  

Parallel algorithms that deliver low time bound complexity for one or two dimensional 

pattern matching can be found in the literature.  Crochemore et. al. describes an alphabet-

independent deterministic parallel algorithm for pattern matching in two dimensions 

using a concurrent-read-concurrent-write-parallel-random-access-machine (CRCW-

PRAM) model [17].  The algorithm takes constant time following a preprocessing that 

can be bounded by O(log log m) where m is the larger of the size of either dimension of 

the two-dimensional pattern array. In another paper discussing the same parallel CRCW 

PRAM algorithm, they argue that the O(log log m) time bound is optimal for both the one 

and two dimensional pattern matching problem since another work has shown that the 

problem has a Ω(log logm) lower time bound [13].  

2.5 Image Query Processing Strategies 

Multiple sensors are often used in a target acquisition and recognition application 

providing multiple sensing sources.  Pan et. al. [48] examined the use of fuzzy causal 

probabilistic networks in multi-sensor data fusion.  Korona et. al. in [34] proposed a 

multi-sensor target recognition method based on logical models and feature fusion.  

Another paper [35] by Korona discusses the idea of fusing multi-sensor data in different 

frequency bands and resolutions for target recognition.  In any rate, researches in multi-

sensor data fusion for target identification and detection abound.  When it comes to 

database searching and retrieval, attention should be directed to the representation of 

images.  Unlike conventional database in which contents are text-based, a database for 

images or videos may contain textual annotations needs a standardized format to store the 

contents.  Ekin et. al. [20] suggested an integrated semantic-syntactic video event 
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modeling that combines text and low-level video features to facilitate search and retrieval 

in the database.  Under this model, video events are represented by graphs.  While this 

integrated model supports the formulation of flexible queries and has been demonstrated 

to be effective [20], its utilization is limited.  Because the goal of the model is to describe 

video events by capturing object-based motion features, instantiation of the model for 

stationary images would not have components related to motions, which degenerates the 

expressiveness of the graph, if such graph can be constructed.  A more compelling reason 

that makes this modeling system unattractive is the lack of an automated way to convert 

video clips to the appropriate graphical representation.  The authors of the paper did not 

directly address this problem but simply stated that video segments can be expressed as 

graphs following the proposed model. Another method, ImageMap, for indexing and 

searching similar images based on graphical representations is introduced by Petrakis et. 

al. in [51].  A commonly used image representation, Attributed Relational Graphs 

(ARGs), along with ARG editing distance functions is applied.  ImageMap represents 

objects and regions in an image as nodes and arcs in a graph the maps the images into 

low-dimensionality points.  For fast retrieval, the f-dimensional points are indexed by an 

R-tree structure.  The process is illustrated by Figure 5 [51].  

 

Figure 5 Process flow for image processing in ImageMap 
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Another aspect of database query processing is the formulation of queries.  With 

the integrated semantic-syntactical model proposed by Ekin et. al. [20], graph patterns for 

queries to the database can be generated by editing the generic model through insert, 

delete, or duplicate parts of the model.  Alternatively, users can modify existing image 

descriptions or use model templates for special graph patterns [20].  Not only is this 

approach convenient and flexible, it reduces the amount of information that needs to be 

transferred for a query.  The description of the search criteria or a graph template is 

transferred to the system.  Comparing this with a straight-forward query by sample 

approach that sends the entire sample image, this approach structures the query more 

succinctly and provides the possibility of further decreasing the network transfer load by 

only sending the modified portion of the model.  Still another approach suggested by 

Saux et. al. in [37] aims at assisting the users to form a query by presenting an overview 

of the contents of the database.  Using Adaptive Robust Competition (ARC) approach, 

[37] the database system selects the most representative image from each image category 

to present to the users.  In addition to the purpose of query by example, the support for 

browsing a large image database implies that the time for image searching and retrieval is 

shortened due to the reduction of search space – only images belonging to the same 

category are considered.   

 Following the idea of categorizing data in the database, Ghose et. al. investigated 

a resilient data-centric storage scheme in wireless sensor networks [24].  In data centric 

storage, queries are quickly directed to sensor nodes designated for storage of the specific 

data type.  The resilient data-centric storage model augments the capabilities by 

supplying duplicated data and control information across the network to enhance data 
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availability and hardware failure.  Integrating the structure of data-centric design in the 

context of pattern matching produces a process flow similar to the feature-based multi-

sensor data fusion system in Figure 6 [34].  The processing of data is organized as 

follows:  The raw data describing the physical world is collected and stored at local 

sensor nodes.  Initial processing of the raw data such as feature extraction and possibly 

model checking can be performed locally at each sensor node before storage.  The feature 

sets representing sensor data are then fused to a feature vector followed by the 

recognition step.   

 

Figure 6 Feature-based multi-sensor data fusion system 

Table 2 summarizes the different approaches for formulating image queries 

discussed so far.  The approaches are compared with a base line method in which images 

from sensors are stored directly.  Upon receiving an image query, the sample image is 
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compared with all images in the database using an affinity function that determines the 

similarity between two images quantitatively. 

Table 2 Summary of approaches for formulating image queries 

Approach Advantage Disadvantage Image Structure 

Entire example 
image 

No preprocessing Long retrieval time, 
high volume network 
transfer 

Pixels or raw 
data format 

Integrated 
Semantic-
Syntactic Video 
Event Modeling 

Flexible query 
construction, include 
semantic and 
syntactic information 

Designed for capturing 
motion, degenerated 
model for stationary 
objects 

Graph model 
with entities and 
relations 

ImageMap Fast search and 
retrieval 

Computation overhead 
for feature extraction 
and mapping 

f-dimensional 
points organized 
in a tree structure 

Adaptive Robust 
Competition 
(ARC) 

Reduced search 
space, have overview 
of the database 

Computation overhead 
for fuzzy partitioning 
clusters, dimensionality 
reduction 

Feature vector 

 

For target recognition, two approaches are usually used –abstract-then-fuse and 

fuse-then-abstract [35].  In the abstract-then-fuse approach, target recognition is 

performed at each sensor node based on the local data.  A global decision is then made by 

integrating local information.  In the fuse-then-abstract approach, sensor data from each 

sensor is fused before target recognition process is performed [35].  None of the 

literatures mentioned in this section regarding data fusion has explicit details on how 

multi-sensor fusion is achieved in a distributed system.  Having information from all 

sensors gathered at one location to perform fusion clearly contradicts the concept of 

distributed processing and leads to: flooding the network communication links, 
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overburdening one processor, creating processing bottlenecks.  Hence, a distributed data 

fusion flow of control is of necessity for any data fusion scheme.  

Because the focus of this research effort is on the utilization of distributed 

databases to meet the storage and search requirements of the UAV application, it is 

assumed that some form of image processing mechanism is embedded in the distributed 

system.  The underlying image representation and query strategy may involve one or 

more or a combination of the approaches previous discussed.  Images are internally 

represented by streams of bits; and the degree of similarities of an image to another 

image, according to a predetermined comparison algorithm, can be represented as a 

floating point number.  For these reasons, in the simplified model of the database system 

that is described in detail in Chapter III and IV, measurements taken by the sensors are 

represented as floating point numbers rather than in image format.  By keeping the data 

representation generic, it helps accommodate future expansion to suit various 

applications. 

2.6 Summary 

This chapter has covered the context in which UAVs are deployed, their 

significance in the information-oriented modern warfare, and the potential components 

and setup of a dynamic distributed UAV network.  The distributed database concepts in a 

(UAV) sensor network and its relation to a parallel processing system have also been 

discussed.  Research related to the techniques for distributed database systems, image 

processing, and parallel computing applications is identified.  The information puts the 

UAV sensor database under study into perspective and recognizes the interrelations and 

variety of subjects that can be addressed in the ongoing and future work.    
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III. Query Design/Structures 

Getting from information describing the UAV sensor network and what is 

involved in the system to proposing a simulation modeling this system consists of a lot of 

deliberations.  Although many of the techniques and approaches discussed thus far are 

interesting, due to the scope of the research, simplifications have been made to 

adequately investigate the issues identified by the objectives of this research.  In the 

process of narrowing on our focus, some decisions involve trade-offs and some topics 

have to be deferred for future work.  The system model constructed in this research for 

the swarm-based distributed database places emphasis on the system performance of the 

distributed system and the message passing costs for query execution.  As a result, the 

database specific inner works such as data retrieval techniques, the use of data 

replication, image processing mechanisms, and the concept of parallel processing, are not 

discussed further.   

The first section of this chapter explains foundations of the high-level query 

design from sensor network and query in the physical world.  In the sections that follow, 

a list of system design objectives (functionalities) is explicitly defined, along with a 

description of the designs for both data structures and internal representation.  Several 

sensor database system design considerations are also discussed. 

3.1 Querying Physical Space in a Networked Environment 

The basic component in the distributed sensor UAV environment is the network, 

which ensures the connectivity of sensors on the system.  The concept of many 

processing units, one network is the heart of environment monitoring and the backbone of 
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distributed systems.  One view of querying in the physical world is rendered in this 

section along with the types of queries that might be submitted against such database.  In 

practice, wireless network connections are the media in a swarm of UAVs.  Some of the 

issues that may be encountered in a networked system are included in the discussion. 

3.1.1 Networked Globe 

The world today is sometimes referred to as an “information world.” The 

immense amount of information around us can only be described as explosive and the 

modern way of life relies heavily on information through a slew of channels.  While there 

are many different mediums to access news, one of the most powerful ways to access a 

plethora of information is through the World Wide Web, an information highway. 

The keyword in all these information sharing channel we all enjoy so much every 

day is Network.  How is it that CNN has so much news?  Why so much information 

about almost anything can be found using the World Wide Web? When information all 

around the world is shared via a connected network infrastructure, it becomes the power 

of networked collections. 

  Various networks, LAN, WAN, and SAN scattering around the globe, has made 

the earth an increasingly networked place.  When it is tightly connected by the tangled 

networks, the globe can be viewed as one networked entity. The three-dimensional 

physical space can be treated as one large database containing billions of objects.  The 

concept of addressing objects geographically, rather than using logical addressing, and 

defining a physical space containing data as DataSpace is brought forth in [29].  In this 

paradigm, objects can be associated with processors, on top of their inherent 
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characteristics.  These objects can be queried to extract data pertinent to them, such as 

color, size, or network connectivity [29].   

 Like a regular database, the world described by DataSpace can be queried and 

monitored.  Data are stored in objects.  What distinguishes the paradigm of DataSpace 

from conventional databases is that objects are spatially located, operations are spatially 

driven – rooms or streets replace local area network, and the physical world is the 

database.  Stated in another way, instead of having “physical objects become merely the 

artifacts of their corresponding entry in a database,” in DataSpace, data are an inherent 

part of the objects and can only be retrieved by reaching the objects [29].  Not 

incidentally, this view of “the database is the network” is shared by [5] in association 

with querying and monitoring the environment through a device network.  [5] proposes 

integrating query processing to the network of sensing devices.     

3.1.2 Network Connection 

As the backbone of a distributed system, the network mediates all communication 

between nodes, encompassing passing assigned workloads, reporting local data, and any 

other message transfer in support of distributed execution.  Although wired connections 

offer higher capability (current transfer data rate is approximately 10Mbps) than wireless 

connections (around 1-2 Mbps for most wireless system), the specialized application of 

swarming UAVs requires wireless connections [33].  In the wireless domain, system 

capabilities also vary.        

The properties of currently available IEEE standards for wireless technology are 

listed in Table 3, which is extracted from [33].   
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Table 3 Existing Wireless Systems Standards 

 

 In a dynamic ad-hoc network, besides the connection media, other factors such as 

the network protocol and the formation of nodes in the network affect the characteristics 

of the networked system.   From the design perspective, it is preferred that the network 

connection should adhere to these goals: 

Minimize latency – the bandwidth should be large enough and additional overhead 

should be low enough to sustain the typical operations of the system. 

Good Scalability – the network performance should be as linear as possible, or decreases 

within a commonly acceptable range, as the participating entities increase. 

Good Flexibility – the system should maintain high resilience to restructuring of 

connecting nodes, change in query processing strategy, and functions relatively 

independent to upgrades/modifications to the sensor nodes over time.      

3.2 Capabilities of a Sensor Database 

 Sensor databases typically work with applications that monitor its surroundings to 

detect, classify, or track physical objects.  In the context of satisfying the demands of a 

monitoring system, a sensor database often needs to support these functions: 
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• Disseminate query execution plan to sensors in the network (let each sensor know 

what is needed)    

• Compute/correlate data from sensors like performing average, max, min 

operations   

• Allow for long-running queries that keeps a continual watch on the surroundings      

• Support communication among nodes efficiently 

• Allow for collection of all sensor data in the network (may include sensor value 

history)  

• Support for ways of constructing a query and getting a report back 

3.3 Sensor and Data Representation 

While a large number of sensors are employed in the physical world to transform 

physical environments to digital data, the capabilities of sensors vary.  Sensors capable of 

chemical detection find their use in measuring the chemical activities of an area, and 

temperature measuring sensors are able to report the temperature of their positions at any 

point in time. However, the ability to query the sensor systems allows information of 

interest to be extracted to facilitate other tasks.  As an illustration, statistical information 

about the change of rainfall in an area contributes to the study of agriculture, climate 

analysis, or consideration for the suitability of building a water reservoir.  Queries in a 

chemical sensor system can provide information for the analysis of the air composition in 

an area and evaluate the actions appropriate in a disaster situation.       
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In the discussion of sensor database systems in [4], it is pointed out that many 

designs of sensor databases lack flexibility and scalability. All sensor data is retrieved in 

a predefined way and is transmitted to a centralized location for processing, independent 

of the nature of the query.   In a distributed sensor database, related data is produced 

simultaneously by a set of sensors according to the query execution plan.  Rather than 

considering each sensor as tables, sensors are viewed as response-active objects and data 

is extracted from sensors based on the query.   This approach avoids confining data 

extraction in a predefined manner and affords a better analogy to querying objects in a 

physical space – states of the object is returned upon request.  The distributed query 

execution plan is designed to aggregate operations on sensor data to be processed 

concurrently in a distributed manner, thus exploiting the additional processing capability 

of the distributed system.   

In this sensor database system, queries may access the state of sensors at a 

particular point in time, at a specific region, or may be concerned with the aggregates of 

sensors over a time window.  The representation of sensors, therefore, should be able to 

satisfy the different types of queries.  In particular, each sensor object contains methods 

that facilitate the search, retrieval, and modification of the sensor’s history.  The data 

representation at the minimum should include the location where the data is collected, a 

timestamp based on the current system time, readings of the sensor state, and a sensor id.  

Notice that since the sensor is not static, the sensor location, along with the timestamp 

needs to be maintained to completely describe the state of the collected data.   

Another aspect concerning the result of the sensor database is that wireless 

connections are prone to be affected by the terrain, environmental noises, and other 
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factors.  The connection of sensors to the network can be intermittent.  Some sensors 

containing pertinent information can be out of reach because of the swarming behavior of 

the UAVs.  It is possible to obtain different result sets in response to the same query at 

different times.  The result of a query is represented as a set of records or an empty set, 

though it may not necessarily consist of responses from all of the sensors.      

The design of this sensor database system is closely related to virtual sensors.  

Virtual Sensors is a software abstraction to facilitate manipulation of the sensed data.  

Three common sensor types are mentioned [2]: state sensors that return the current 

measurement from sensors, event sensors that monitor for change of states, and trigger 

sensors that report the current sensing value when an event is reported.  These three types 

of sensors correspond with the querying capacity of our sensor database system above.  

The work of [2] indicates that Virtual Sensors provide both “control abstraction and data 

abstraction [27]”.  More importantly, [2] showed that using the design of Virtual Sensors 

to implement a system, the system is able to guarantee a timeframe for real-time 

operations and determine whether a request cannot be fulfilled via scheduling. 

The subject of sensor database systems is by no means a revolutionary idea as 

quite much material about this concept can be found in the literature.  Among them, the 

Cornell COUGAR system uses an object-relational database system [4].  The Cornell 

COUGAR system models sensors as objects of an Abstract Data Type (ADT), expresses 

queries in slightly modified version of SQL, and represents sensor data as time series [4].  

The concept of virtual relations follows from referencing sensor ADT attributes in a 

query.  Virtual relations indicates the representation of ADT functions as a table, which 

is not available in the database until requested and extracted from the sensors [4].   
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Our design of the sensor database supports the object-oriented software 

abstraction of objects, encapsulating sensor attributes and permitting interaction with 

sensors through a well-defined interface.  Multiple sensor types can be supported through 

multiple ADTs.  Scenarios in which multiple sensor types are present can be a swarm is 

composed of multiple types of sensors (specialized UAVs with varying duties) or a UAV 

carrying multiple sensors (UAVs with multiple duties).  In our database model, each 

UAV is assumed to carry one sensor; all sensors are of the same type, that is, all sensors 

have the same sensing capability.  The sensors can return the observations qualifying to 

the conditions set by a user query. A triggering condition on sensor measurements for all 

sensors on the network can also be defined.  Once a trigger is set, new sensor 

measurements meeting the threshold are returned to the user until the trigger is removed.        

3.4 Networked Sensor Database Design 

There are a few assumptions the simulation designers of a networked distributed 

system made regarding the characteristics of the network and the database.  As noted 

before, the sensor database is built upon a swarm of UAVs.  It is crucial, however, to 

differentiate the swarming control algorithms from the algorithms for data processing in 

the network.  Admittedly, since both the swarming control mechanism and database 

query processing share the same wireless network, some resource contention would 

occur.  In practice, it would be necessary to evaluate both mechanisms to prioritize/de-

conflict tasks; some messages can be piggybacked to conserve energy and bandwidth.  

For simplicity, this database model is oblivious to the inner workings of the swarming 

behavior of UAVs in so far the only information retained relating to swarm is the position 

of each sensor at points in time as reflected by the records stored on sensors.  The model 
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thus assumes that system resources are available as needed.  With these assumptions in 

place, the rest of this section examines some other considerations involved in designing 

this system in relation to time.        

3.4.1 Cost of System Delay 

When considering sending messages between two nodes over a network, the 

sending node needs to marshal the data, prepare message into packets, packets then 

traverse through nodes in the network, arrive at the receiving node, the receiver collects 

packets, and unmarshals the data.  The reverse process takes place when replies are sent 

from the receiver to the sender.   

From the standpoint of nodes, packets hop from the sending node, one hop at a 

time through an indefinite number of nodes depending on the distance between the 

sending and receiving nodes, to the destination.  To simulate the system response time, 

our system calculates the cost of generating a response to a query based on this concept.  

Further, our system takes into account the complexity of the query and the number of 

records on average a sensor node has to search through before giving a result.  The 

complexity of the query is the same for all sensors, but the average cost for query 

processing is evaluated sensor by sensor.  For queries involving aggregate operations, it 

is assumed that the aggregates can be computed as the results are sent back from 

distributed sensor nodes.  Once results from sensors are gathered at the central location, 

they need to be merged before presenting to the user.  Assuming that records are sorted in 

timestamps for presentation, the time complexity for sorting is O(n log n) for n number of 

elements.    
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The delay incurred by each component is highly dependent on the properties of 

the system: the types of network, processor speed, transmission protocol, etc.  The 

weights allocated for each factor in our rudimentary model is not specific to any system 

and is by no means representative of typical network or database systems.  The cost of 

the system delay computed hereby is a combination of CPU, I/O, and network cost. 

Further tuning of these parameters can be done to reflect the environment of potential 

deployment of the system.  

3.4.2 Clocks and Synchronization 

The calculation of message transfer delays and query processing cost in the 

system involve the recording of time.  In order to know the time an event occurred, 

events are timestamped at each process using the clock at the node where the process 

resides.  In distributed systems, processes at different processors often need to coordinate 

and participate in transactions in which timestamps are used to determine the order of 

execution and serialize transactions.  That is to say processors in distributed systems have 

a need to synchronize their physical clocks to know the state of each process at a certain 

time and to maintain the consistency of distributed data. 

Timing in distributed systems is an important issue.  Each computer has its own 

physical clock.  Clock skew and clock drift are two terms used to describe the disparity of 

clocks.  Clock skew refers to the difference in readings in computer clocks while clock 

drift is the variation in frequency of clocks’ counts [16].  Numbers of algorithms exist for 

approximately synchronizing processes in distributed systems by sending messages 

through the network [16].   
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The design of our distributed sensor network includes the simulation of clock 

skew, which allows sensors to have different notion of what the current time is.  It is 

assumed, on the other hand, that all observations are taken at one time increment interval 

in lock-steps.  Hence, no clock drift exists.  The sensors can later be synchronized to a 

global time through broadcasting.  Another assumption is that the Global Positioning 

System (GPS) transmits timing signals to UAVs at regular intervals to maintain a 

universal time across the network.  Our design also supports the notion of a global time 

and eliminates clock skew when the global time assumption is used.       

3.4.3 Current Observations 

Sometimes it is tempting for users to ask for the current measurements of all 

sensors as a live report.  A query requesting information that is collected right now is 

unusual to a conventional database and is not specifically identified as the capabilities in 

the initial design of our sensor database.  The closest approach to obtaining current 

measurements of sensors using the existing query structure is asking for records with the 

maximum timestamps, namely, the latest observations, assuming sensors are 

synchronized to a global time.   

One of the concerns in requesting for current sensor readings is the clock skew 

problem discussed earlier.  With the absence of a global clock, sensors may have 

different timestamps for the current time.  If a global time exists, another problem arises 

–how is current measurements defined.  What do we mean by right now?  There is 

invariably some delay from the moment a query is issued to the moment a query is 

evaluated at sensors.  To top it all, the delay is not the same for every sensor.  A sensor 

that is farther from the query dissemination point would receive the query later than a 
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sensor that is nearby.  Does current measurement mean the sensor reading at the time the 

query is submitted or the latest reading at each sensor as the query is evaluated?  The 

definition for current observations must be made clear if the ability to query current 

measurements is to be added to the sensor database system. 

The current design of the system is such that the result produced for a query is 

based on the contents of the database at the time the query is issued.  It is very well be the 

case that some more observations have been made by the time the query arrived at the 

sensing nodes.  But the returned records from the sensors would include only the records 

that qualify the restrictions imposed by the query at the time the query is entered. 

3.4.4 Message Passing Method 

 Part of the assumptions of the swarming UAVs model is that a UAV moves in 

accordance to the behavior of its neighbors and its local information; there is no 

centralized control.  For the sensor network, it means the whereabouts of sensors some 

time in the future is unknown; in that regard, even the current positions of the sensors are 

unknown without the aids of satellites and GPS.  Some sensors could possibly go astray 

and move out of the reach of others.  The message passing method should be robust and 

tolerate these scenarios while finding all the sensors that can be reached. 

 For the sake of simplicity, the sensors in our network pass messages (query 

request and results) using a hopping technique.  All queries are assumed to be issued 

from the same location, which can be a command center.  A radius is defined for the 

distance that can be covered by wireless without forwarding.  Sensors located within the 

radius can be reached with one hop and are marked.  For each unmarked sensor, it is 
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determined if it can be reached by any sensor which has been marked; if so, mark the 

sensor with a hop number one greater than the sensor by which it is reached.  The number 

of hops needed to reach a sensor is kept to the minimum by always testing if a sensor can 

be reached by starting from the sensors marked with the lowest hops.   

 The number of hops needed to pass messages to a sensor is included in the 

calculation of system delays.  By using the technique above, unmarked sensors are out of 

the reach by others.  It is also possible that the entire swarm of sensors is out of reach 

because the swarm has moved too far from the command center.  Additionally, some 

sensors can receive the query but move away during query processing and unable to send 

back the results.  Our design of the database tolerates these situations and generates a 

message to the user.  While it is not conventional for databases to report information 

about data that the database is not capable of returning, a swarm-based sensor database is 

distinct in that the system is built upon moving sensors.  As further elaborated in Section 

4.3 and 4.4, additional information supplies users with the condition under which the 

results are reported and assess the values of the results accordingly. 

3.5 Summary 

  The Cougar database project suggests that the prevalence of networks and 

sensors, either wired or wireless, has transformed the physical world into a computational 

world.  Still, sometimes it is not customary for people to grasp the usefulness of the 

ubiquitous network -- that live environmental properties can be monitored and queried 

over a network.  After examining the concept of DataSpace and querying through 

networked sensors, this chapter provides a high-leveled description of the initial system 

design steps and considerations.  Other design choices are justified and estimated from 
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our knowledge of the properties of the distributed system.  Implementation specifics and 

more design issues in experiments are presented next in Chapter IV.   
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IV. Implementation/Detailed Design of Experiments 

 Following the design of the distributed sensor database, this chapter begins with 

presenting the details of some interesting features of the system and the rationale behind 

these implementation choices.  By referencing similar or alternative designs in literature, 

the first two sections explain what makes this database system suitable to the tasks of its 

potential application and what makes it distinct.  Discussions of low-leveled system 

designs and their relations to sound software engineering principles are included where 

appropriate.  Then, measures for assessing the performance of the sensor database system 

model are chosen.  This chapter proceeds with a discussion of the approaches for testing 

in order to provide a quantitative understanding of the execution of the system.  The 

design of experiments also shows what the user should be able to expect of the system.   

A short rationale for alternative testing scenarios is provided. 

4.1 Virtual Database 

In the description of device database systems in [5], each device is represented by 

an Abstract Data Type (ADT) object. By using an object-relational database system, a 

method of an ADT can be represented as a virtual relation, a record of which consists of 

the input arguments to the method as well as an output parameter [5].  Query execution 

plans can include virtual relations.  The virtual relation is not materialized until function 

calls invoke the corresponding method on all ADT objects and virtual records containing 

the results are returned [5].   

Analogously, our sensor database system can be regarded as a virtual database in 

the sense that information in the database is not available until queries are submitted and 
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evaluated in the form of a set of timed records.  Due to the limited life time of sensors 

and their local storage constraint, data that is not obtained through query is lost as the 

sensors die or as memory space is full and new readings overwrite old records.  For this 

reason, an all command is supported in our query system to enable users retrieve all 

records currently stored on sensors.  On receiving the all command, all sensors would 

send their entire store of records back to the command center, which consumes a lot of 

energy and may clog the network.  Thus, this should be done sparingly only when it is 

necessary to preserve the current state of the entire system. 

Sensors are represented as ADT objects in our sensor database system, too.  The 

use of ADT adheres to object-oriented programming concepts and offers a number of 

benefits.  From the point of view of software engineering, ADTs allow for building a 

software model that has close correspondence to application domain objects or concepts.  

In our case, a sensor ADT object maps to a sensor UAV and has the properties associated 

with a physical sensor in the application model.  In specific, each sensor has a system 

clock, has sensing ability, and stores a history of sensor readings.  Also, ADTs aids 

software maintainability and extensibility.   If the attributes of sensors ever change in the 

application (change storage size or allow sensors to have other capabilities), 

modifications can be made with ease through ADTs.  Virtual relations, though useful for 

accessing attributes of sensor devices through methods, is not incorporated in our design 

of the database.  Because in our simulation model there is only one type of sensor in the 

sensor network and one value is measured by the sensor, the advantages of using virtual 

relations do not exist.  Besides, embedding virtual relations as part of execution plans and 

evaluating virtual relations assumes a sufficiently great control, if not total control, of the 
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inner workings of the underlying database.  This kind of low-leveled control on the 

database is not available in our simulation.  

4.2 Query Semantics 

In addition to the all command, our sensor database system supports long-running 

queries, queries involving aggregations operations, and queries consisting of comparison 

operators and logical operators.  But what makes querying in this system easy is that 

users need not have knowledge of the Structured Querying Language (SQL) to construct 

a query, nor does the developer.  Users can build a query from commonly known 

operators like larger-than (>), less-than (<), and (&&), or (||).   

4.2.1 Query Functions 

Both [5] and [2] mention the capability of sensors to detect changes of state and 

raises signals asynchronously.  Also known as long-running queries, the ability to detect 

changes or events enables users to monitor an environment.  [5] shows an example of 

using a device network for flood detection; with long-running queries, sensors can raise 

alarms when abnormal rainfall level is detected.  In our system, a long-running query is 

initiated by setting a trigger condition on the sensor readings.  The current 

implementation allows one trigger condition to be set at any point in time and permits 

only one condition on the threshold, e.g. one of  >=, >, <=, or <.  Multiple triggers taking 

more complex conditions can potentially be added in the future.  The trigger command is 

used to instruct the database to set a triggering condition.  In subsequent runs, the 

removeTrigger command allows the previously defined trigger to be removed from the 

database.  The trigger does not have to be the first command issued to the database 
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system and can be set at any time.  However, only the new measurements since the 

trigger was set are reported.  

Aggregation operators that act on a collection of records are implemented in our 

database system.  The currently supported aggregation functions are max, min, and avg.  

While the query evaluation is assumed to be done in a distributed manner on all sensors 

in parallel, the aggregation is performed at a central location.  Since distributive 

processing of aggregation functions requires merging results in multiple steps, 

mechanisms responsible for keeping track of sensors need to be in place.  Without a fixed 

topology and global knowledge of other sensors, implementing such mechanism is not 

trivial.  Therefore, our implementation reports one result in response to the aggregation 

function from each sensor and carries out the final aggregation at the central location.  

4.2.2 Query Implementation 

The object persistence technique adopted by the simulation of the distributed 

sensor database is Java Data Objects.  Java Data Objects (JDO) is a standard for storing 

and retrieving data and preserves the states of objects beyond the lifetime of the Java 

Virtual Machine.  Implementations that conform to the JDO standard are JDO 

implementations.  Our simulation uses FastObjects™ j1 community edition by Poet 

Software.  One of the benefits of JDO is its portability. Applications can be written 

independent of data stores.  Therefore, no change in application is required when moving 

between data stores, even when the data stores use different paradigms such as relation 

database versus object database [54].  When changing to a different data store, 

appropriate JDO implementation for the data store need to be adopted [54]. 
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 Another important benefit of JDO is that knowing SQL is not a requirement [54].   

Not using SQL frees the developer from the burden of formulating SQL-styled queries 

from user input.  It becomes easier to tailor the user query interface to the specific 

problem domain model than being dictated by the SQL syntax.  For example, in our 

database system, besides the aggregation functions and the trigger for long-running 

queries, the users can specific queries conditioning on four variables: the x coordinate, 

the y coordinate, the time of data collection, and the value of the sensor reading.  These 

queries can be expressed in simple forms to be entered to the program; some examples 

are: 

x > 30.0 && y < 25.5 

time > 5 && time < 10 

(value > 46.2 || value < -14) && x > 70.0. 

The first query asks for all observations made when the x coordinates of sensors are 

greater than 30.0 and the y coordinates are less than 25.5.  The second query is interested 

in the sensor readings from time units 5 to 10.  The third query wants sensor readings 

which are greater than 46.2 or less than -14 when the x coordinates of the sensors are 

greater than 70.0.  Currently, our simulator takes in queries from command line and 

subsequent queries can be issued once the previous task is complete.  Simulation time 

automatically increments as a function of query delay and the number of commands that 

has been issued since the system starts.  Appendix C describes the input the simulator 

expects and shows a sample run of the simulation. 
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On the whole, eliminating the use of SQL enables the internals of the data store 

and the execution of queries being more opaque to developers and promotes data store 

independence.  Relating to software principles, the choice of using JDO rids unnecessary 

complexity in program development for database operations and eliminates places for 

potential bugs.  Through JDO, programs can be written at a high level, impervious to 

changes in the low-level vendor specific database infrastructure, which greatly improve 

the maintainability of the software. 

4.3 Performance Measures 

 To evaluate the performance of the system of our study, some of the common 

measures applied for evaluating the performance of a database are presented here with an 

explanation of their applicability to the system under discussion.   

Efficiency Efficiency measures how fast tasks can be completed.  Two closely related 

terms are response time and throughput of the system.   

• Response time is the elapsed time starting from when a task (query) is 

submitted until the system returns a result. 

• Throughput refers to the amount of work (number of queries) the system 

completes in a unit of time. 

• Scalability Scalability refers to the extensibility of the system as the 

number of participants grows. 

Effectiveness Effectiveness measures the quality of work completed –how well the 

returned result matches what it is supposed to return.  

.   
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For database systems, throughput and response time are two conventional metrics 

for performance [5].  When applying these metrics to the distributed database system, the 

query response time, for example, would be affected by the query decomposition, query 

optimizer, network transmission delay, data retrieval, and data merging delays, to name a 

few.  The throughput of the database is of concern when flow of transactions is large.  As 

[5] states, in a pipelined processing environment, the response time is determined by the 

longer operation in the pipeline.  Since our simulation of the distributed database is 

neither pipelined nor multithreaded (it can not process multiple queries simultaneously), 

response time and throughput are associated with an inverse relation.  It would be 

redundant to include both throughput and response time in the system evaluation.  The 

response time of the system, in our case, is limited by the accuracy of the assumptions 

made in the simulation and does not include delays accrued by all components of the 

system.  Because the time cost of processing a query, which is captured in the simulation, 

directly affects the response time; response time is chosen as one of the performance 

measures. 

Response time and throughput fall under the category of efficiency.  Scalability is 

another measure of efficiency.  Scalability measures the impact on the system as more 

nodes are added or more jobs are submitted simultaneously. Due to the lack of a detailed 

communication protocol implementation, information of delays from increased network 

communication as typically expected when increasing the number of nodes is not 

available in our simulation.  Besides, since the current design of the distribute database 

system does not support multiple users or simultaneous processing of multiple queries, 
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scalability loses its meaning.  Thus, scalability test is not a suitable measure for our 

system. 

    Effectiveness applied to our simulation serves as a validation check for the 

accuracy of the sensor collection process.  Also, in the applications of swarming UAVs, it 

is of vital interest to know how much information about the environment is reflected by 

the swarm sensor readings.  The reliability of the sensors is built upon several factors, 

including sensors’ resilience against outside noise, error detection/correction mechanisms 

in the communication channel, and data storage stability.  What is more, the spread of the 

swarms in an area inserts bias in the system reports.  Since the movement of swarms does 

not guarantee an even coverage of the entire surveying area, the some areas could 

contribute to more of the sensor readings in the database than other areas.  Hardware 

stability such as electronic malfunctions in sensors, too, can affect the accuracy of the 

environment that is deduced from the swarm of sensors.  When deemed appropriate, a set 

of experiments should be designed to collect meaningful statistics to reduce the obscure 

effect. 

It is desired to have the collective measurements of the sensors to closely follow 

the characteristics of the physical world they monitor.  Data in the sensor database 

actually represents the monitored environment in various levels of completeness. The 

resulted collection depends on the path taken by the UAVs in the region of interest, the 

density of sensors covering the region, and the duration of time sensors spent taking 

measurements in that region.  So, the content of the sensor database is best interpreted 

with an understanding of the accompanying conditions as mentioned above.    
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4.4 Experiment Methodology 

This section starts by providing an overview on the setup of the simulation and 

various assumptions made in the experiments.  In specific, the sources of data taken by 

the distributed database simulator are discussed.  Then, the discussion continues to cover 

the objectives of the experiments and the approaches used.  Experimental parameters are 

explained while appropriate.   

4.4.1 Experiment Background 

The distributed database simulator does not simulate the swarming behavior of 

UAVs.  To provide the swarming movement for a group of networked sensors, our 

simulation adopts the work of Brian Kadrovach on swarming UAVs [33].  Brian 

Kadrovach developed a simulator for his swarming UAV behavior model; the swarm 

simulator generates positions of each UAV in two-dimensional Cartesian coordinates at 

each simulation time step.  A description of the parameter settings and commands used 

for swarm simulations is provided in Appendix C.  The swarm simulation assumes that 

sensor UAVs fly at the same altitude, and two-dimensional coordinates are sufficient to 

describe the locations of each UAV on a plane.  Our sensor database makes the same 

assumption about UAVs.  Our sensor database further assumes that these sensors take 

measurements of certain environmental property.   

For the purpose of demonstrating the environmental monitoring ability of the 

UAV sensor network, the sensors make temperature measurements of the environment.    

The simulated data for sensor readings is taken from a MM3 weather forecast model that 

ran for 24 hours with output at an interval of an hour.  The model uses gridpoints on a 
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198 x 198 lambert conformal grid.  All variables are taken at 500mb and sensors’ 

temperature readings are in Kelvin (K).  The gridpoints are 15km apart.   

 The experiments are categorized into those that are concerned with the delay in 

time from query submission to receiving the outcome of the query and those that consider 

the quality of query results.   

The experiments from the first category are conducted on a scenario by scenario 

basis to examine the effects on database system reaction time as the swarm evolves.  The 

different type of queries submitted to the system is a major contributor to the system 

delay.  In general, the time spent doing IO or network communication is orders of 

magnitude slower than the time performing CPU processing.  In the simulator, the cost 

factor concerning communication is deliberately set to be much higher than that 

representing computation to reflect the relative system delay encountered in each case.  

As time progresses, the contents of the database grows from empty up to a limited 

storage.  This produces an increase in processing load.  The objective of experiments 

concerning the system delay is to investigate the system response time corresponding to 

the interested parameter of study.  For the experiments in this research, the type of query 

and the state of the database system are investigated.   

 Another focus of the research is to investigate and give an estimate of how close 

the sensor readings from the swarming UAVs approximate the real physical conditions of 

the environment.  This is achieved by providing information about the swarm relative to 

an area of interest in terms of space and time.  The movement of swarm is best captured 

using animation to show the positions of individual members as time changes.  Our 

simulated distributed sensor database system stores the temperature readings as a group 
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of sensors fly over a region in certain time span.  It should be noted that the original grids 

on which weather data is modeled and the positions of the original swarm simulation 

output do not coincide.  While the grids from the weather data are specified in terms of 

longitudes and latitudes, the swarm simulation supplies UAVs with simulated 

coordinates. For purpose of experiments, the positions of UAVs from the swarm 

simulator are scaled and shifted to map onto the grids. The sensor readings are taken from 

the nearest grid point after the mapping.  An animation of the movement of swarming 

UAVs within the grids is provided to show the sensor coverage of the area in time.  The 

center of the swarm, expressed as the mean position of the swarm, at each time unit is 

calculated and displayed as the swarm moves.   

As part of the efforts in informing the users of the quality of the query results, 

results for aggregate operations are returned with useful accompanying information.  The 

pieces of accompanying information consist of the number of sensors and the total 

number of sensor readings involved in producing the result.  In evaluating the conditions 

under which the sensor readings are taken, it is helpful for the decision makers to 

understand the reliability of the reports thereby produced.   

It is sometimes difficult to find appropriate quantative metrics for a qualitative 

study.   In an effort to quantify the expectations for a query outcome, scenarios are 

constructed to observe the outcome of queries by varying the scenario settings.  The 

objective of the type of experiments involving the quality of the data reported by 

swarming sensors is to study the outcome of the specific types of queries and how it 

matches or does not match a user’s expectation.   
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From the experiment design perspective, each set of experiment is conducted by 

varying the variable of study while holding other variables as close to constant as 

possible.  Table 4 lists the parameters of study in each set of experiments performed. 

Table 4 Experimental variable and metrics 

Experiment Tested Variable Evaluation 
Metric 

Query Complexity Number of query conditions Response time 

Query Characteristics Size of query result Response time 

Database Size Number of records in the data 
store 

Response time 

Sensor  spread and coverage(Section 
5.3.1) 

Sensor density Effectiveness 

Sensor  spread and coverage(Section 
5.3.2) 

Time coverage of query Effectiveness 

 

4.4.2 Cost Function Parameters 

A number of elements affect the response time of the queries as described in 

Section 3.5.1.  An approximation of the system delays is incorporated in the simulation 

through a set of parameters.  Some parameters are constants fixed for the duration of the 

simulation; some are variables that change with time and input.  Table 5 lists the set of 

parameters used by the simulation for calculating the system response time.  Each 

parameter is shown as a variable or constant within the simulation and whether a change 

in its value would affect inter-node communication cost or computation processing cos.  

These parameters are included to account for the major delays in the database system 

under consideration.   
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Table 5 Parameters in computing system delay 

Parameter Type Effect 

Query type (complexity) dynamic communication & processing 

Wireless range static communication 

Command center location static communication 

Time of query dynamic processing (& communication) 

Hop rate static communication 

Central processing rate static processing 

Data retrieval rate static processing 

 

Query type: The type of the query can be separated into queries containing aggregation 

operator and queries without aggregation (including all command).  Queries are 

submitted at run-time and can have arbitrary complexity with any number of conditions. 

Complexity of the query, in our simulation, is assumed to be proportional to the number 

of conditions comprising the query.  Typically, one result from each sensor node is 

returned in response to an aggregation operation.  In contrast, all observations have to be 

returned for an all operation.  The number of messages sent is directly related to the 

communication cost and the processing cost at both ends of the communicating nodes.  

Wireless range: The effective distance of wireless connection determines how far the 

swarm can go from the command center without losing contact.  It also determines the 

number of hops- message forwarding via intermediate node- involved for query 

dissemination and collecting results. 

Command center location: The position of the command center, from which all queries 

are assumed to be generated and returned, determines the hops needed. 
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Time of query: As time progresses, the database experiences an increase in size as more 

observations are made and stored (up to the storage limit).  Search and retrieval time is 

lengthened.  Potentially, depending on the queries, more qualifying results are to be 

returned as time goes on, which increases the communication cost. 

Hop rate, central processing rate, and data retrieval rate: Hardware properties such 

as the characteristics of the routing node, speed of the processing unit, and each sensor 

node’s memory structure and speed respectively affect the values of these parameters.  In 

the following experiments, they are set to be constants.  

This part of our experiments focuses on investigating the effects of varying 

queries and query submission time on the reaction time of the system while retaining the 

other parameters at constant.  Because the system response time is internally calculated 

using a set of mathematical formulas comprising of these parameters, the same response 

time is returned by the simulation for the same set of parameters and swarm data.  In 

other words, it is of little meaning to run the simulation multiple times with the same 

input unless the simulation is for a different set of swarm data or at different simulation 

time.  In reality, for a stable database system, the same system delay should be expected 

while all environmental variables are.  The variable which can vary in practice and this 

simulation does not include is the delay due to network traffic, which is almost 

unpredictable if the wireless network is shared as is often the case in commercial sectors.  

None of the experiments discussed are intended to validate the correctness of the 

simulation, but rather to observe the system performance caused by specific variables.  

The query response time is controlled by mathematical functions whereas the correctness 

of the query output is determined by the embedded database implementation.   
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Furthermore, since the initial input describing the UAV positions contains a predefined 

number of simulation time steps for swarm movements, the experiments concerning 

varying time steps should allow reasonably large number of time steps separations 

between runs to obtain noticeable performance difference.  This implies that the number 

of experiments should be kept small.  On the other hand, a sufficient number of runs 

should be conducted for analysis.  The experiments testing system response delays follow 

what is typical in computation analysis and uses 5 to 6 runs [31].   

4.4.3 Sensor Density and Coverage 

The focus of experiments here is examining the relation between increased sensor 

density and the physical world the sensor database measures.  Unlike other database 

systems where data is entered in a static environment, such as the device network 

described in [5], the sensors are stationary at fixed locations; sensor UAVs represent a 

dynamic database.  Enabling sensors to move adds immense flexibility to the system.  It 

is possible to monitor a large area and tolerate coarse granular samples of the entire area.  

Or, sensors can concentrate in a small area to get fine-grained data.  The price that comes 

with increased flexibility is that it is no longer clear how good the data is – how much 

authority is associated with the data or how reliable the results are.  Especially, swarms 

do not have a fixed formation.  Total control of the swarm is sacrificed by allowing 

swarms to run autonomously.   

Applications which employ swarm sensors to collecting information are often 

interested in not only the contents of the database but the quality of the results from a 

query.  Databases can be queried in many ways, but not all responses carry the same 

significance in representing the queried environment.  For illustration, if a user wants to 
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know the average temperature of area A from 7am to 7pm, the database would produce a 

result based on its contents.  Suppose the swarm sensors merely skimmed over area A for 

one hour, say from 12pm to 1pm, and spent the rest of the day zooming area B, the 

response for the average temperature for area A would not represent what the user 

expects.  In this scenario, there is no flaw in the database and the result is correct as far as 

the database is concerned.  Regardless, the quality of the result is poor and most likely 

misleading.  To mitigate the adverse effects, other information about the swarm sensors 

and the condition under which the result is generated are indispensable.    

Although scalability of the database system is not one of the performance metrics, 

the effectiveness of the database system is.  By increasing the number of sensors in the 

network, more sensor readings can be obtained for an area.  Comparing the database 

comprised of these sensors and the underlying environment would serve a good indicator 

as to the effectiveness of the database.  Despite of the proximity of the database contents 

and the properties of the physical world at a certain time, it is vital for users to know what 

information the database can be relied on to contain in order to get the most out of the 

queries.  Effectiveness of the queries can be enhanced by understanding the movement of 

the swarm over time.  For an increasingly large swarm, visualizing their movements is 

the easiest way to perceive their movement relative to space and time.   

Intuitively, the density of the sensor in the queried area and the coverage of the 

area would impact the quality of the database report.   The expected number of 

observations per square unit area is proportional to the density of sensors in that region.  

Time introduces another dimension in the number of observations vs. sensor density 

coverage relation.   The user should have some reasonable expectations based on the 
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nature and characteristics of swarms to the query responses before queries are entered.  

Experiments in Section 5.3 are performed to study the expected effectiveness of a sensor 

database through querying databases under a variety of scenarios.  For experimental 

purpose, the size of the grids is trimmed down by a factor of 10 in each dimension to 

allow adequate swarm coverage.  Namely, a 20x20 grid is applied instead of the entire 

198x198 grids.   

4.5 Other Sensor Scenarios 

A number of alternative scenarios can be devised in the experiment design.  In the 

study of sensor density and coverage, the current experimental design only covers the 

variation of time and sensor density with respect to a random set of grid points.  Similar 

tests cases can be built for regions on the grid.  Consider a region of a grid is made of 

contiguous grid points; a region is in effect a two-dimensional expansion of a single grid 

point.   Testing for observations made within a region perhaps has a more practical 

purpose because regions on a grid correspond to geographical areas in the physical world.  

However, sensor scenarios for area testing include details such as the size of the region, 

whether multiple areas should be selected on the grid for observation, and how the areas 

should be selected.  The selection of these parameters often has application specific 

purposes and justifications should be made for their selection.  It is decided that the 

experiment designs are to be kept generic and simple.   

Based on the capability of the sensor database system, tests of validation can be 

performed.  For example, to validate the functionality of setting and removing a long-

running query for monitoring the physical environment, a potential set up would be to set 

a trigger and make sure at least two events meeting that triggering requirement occurs at 
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some time apart.  Then the system can be validated by checking if the trigger is activated 

when the event happens and if the second event is reported once the trigger is removed.  

Yet, tests like these give little insight about the system but rather some confidence in the 

correctness of the program’s execution.  

4.6 Summary 

Implementation characteristics are elaborated in this chapter and are compared or 

adopted from systems of other researches.  Choices of implementation are detailed in the 

chapter.  Also covered in the discussion are the measures for evaluating the system and 

justifications for their use.  The designs and variables of testing for the suites of 

experiments to be performed are included along with other experiment alternatives.  This 

sets up the preparation for the experiments in Chapter V.    
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V. Results and Analysis 

 This chapter presents the results of our experiments and the associated analysis. 

The experiments follow the design and methodology as discussed in Chapter IV.  The 

focuses are on the performance of a distributed swarm sensor database system with 

respect to query responses.  Analysis is carried out both quantitatively and qualitatively.  

The experiments in the first section deal with system delays in generating query 

responses due to the nature of the query.  Then more experiments are performed leading 

to an analysis of query delays as related to database size.  Finally, swarm characteristics 

with relation to query outputs are examined.  The experiments in the first two sections 

follow the discussion of Section 4.4.1 and are concerned with the system delay cost.  The 

experiments in the third section entail from Section 4.4.2. 

5.1 Type of Query  

The set of experiments in this section shows the effects on response time as the 

type of query varies.  First, the correspondence between response time and query 

complexity is investigated.  Query complexity in these experiments is defined to be 

proportional to the number of restricting conditions a query contains.  Detailed parameter 

settings under which the response times are obtained are included in Appendix D.  

Queries are submitted to the database when the database has the same size to eliminate 

the effect of data volume on the response time.  Similarly, the size of the returned results 

is controlled by carefully selecting the conditions so that the same number of 

observations is returned for each query.  Table 6 shows the response time and the 

corresponding query complexity. 
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Table 6 Query complexity and response time 

Query Complexity 

(# of conditions) 

Simulated Response Time

(ms) 

1 98.62 

2 98.72 

3 98.82 

4 98.92 

5 139.02 

6 139.12 

 

From the table, it is clear that query response times become steadily longer as the 

number of query conditions goes up.  At first glance, the cause of the sudden jump in 

response time when the query complexity goes from 4 to 5 conditions is unexplained.  

However, after tracing through the simulation, it is found that network communication 

delay is responsible for the sudden increase in response time.  The additional delay in 

query processing due to query complexity leads to results being sent back at different 

time units and the corresponding structure of the swarm at those time units requires more 

time to sent data back.   

   Second, using the same parameter settings, the following runs intend to show the 

system delay due to both processing cost and communication cost in aggregation queries 

versus a query that returns the entire database.  Again, all queries are submitted while the 

database is of the same size.  The first three runs validate the logic embedded in the 

database simulator that all aggregation operations on the entire database have the same 

delay cost.  Aggregate operations are chosen to be compared with the results of an all 
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command because both operations involve scanning through the entire record set.  Thus, 

it can be assumed that both incur approximately the same processing cost at the sensing 

nodes, if the slight computation cost for finding local min, max, or average in aggregate 

operations is ignored.  As shown in Table 7, the response time of a query consisting of 

only an aggregate operator is in sharp contrast to that of collecting the records of the 

entire database.  The reason is twofold.  A vast amount of data sending through network 

accumulates considerable communication delay which is much more than the delay 

incurred by sending one record back per node as an aggregate operation would.  Another 

reason is concerned with the processing cost at the receiving end in merging data from all 

nodes.  It is expected that any assumption and operation that affect inter-node 

communications outweighs those impacting the CPU processing time.  Thus, the large 

difference in response time between an aggregation operation and an all operation is 

mainly attributed to the excessive network transmission involved in the all operation.    

Table 7 Query type and response time 

Query Type Aggregate

(avg y) 

Aggregate

(min x) 

Aggregate 

(max value)

All 

Response Time 

(ms) 

8.2 8.2 8.2 98.72 

 

5.2 Database Size 

The size of the database impacts system performance both in communication time 

(for sending potentially more results) and in query processing cost (due to the data 

volume to be searched through).  As an illustration, for a system of 10 sensors, each of 
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which making observations at the rate of 10 readings per hour, an all command at the end 

of the first hour causes 10*10=100 records to be sent back; the same all command 

submitted at the end of the fifth hour produces 500 records.  In the efforts to observe the 

impacts of query submission time on query response delay as described in 4.4.1 for the 

parameter Time of Query, 5 runs are performed.  For each run, an aggregate operation is 

submitted to make the effect of increased data load at each sensor node more observable.  

Aggregation operations mandate that every record in the sensor is processed but typically 

only one record is sent back from each node.  Choosing aggregate operations therefore 

exploits the full effect of the size of the data store while ridding the query response time 

from unnecessary network communication cost.  Besides, using aggregation has the 

additional benefit that the number of records that are returned is much more predictable 

than queries consisting of arbitrary conditions.  By choosing aggregation queries, the 

variable contribution to the overall response time resulting from sending a different 

number of messages over time is reduced.  

Table 8 shows the results of the simulations.  The trials are designed so that at the 

submission time of each query, the amount of data in sensor nodes is raised by a fixed 

increment.  Related environment settings for these runs are discussed in Appendix D.  

Notice in Figure 7 that the last four trials exhibit a linear increase in response time with 

the increased amount of data at each node.  The first trial seems to be off from the trend.  

Upon further investigation, it is revealed that since the value for wireless range parameter 

is quite large, all nodes are reachable within one hop at the time trial #1 is run.  After trial 

#1, the swarm move farther away; while the whole swarm remains connected, some 
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nodes require more than one hop to be researched.  Because the query result is not 

returned until the last node is reported the gap in response time is explained.  

Table 8 Data store size and response time 

Trial # 1 2 3 4 5 

Response Time (ms) 4.9 9.8 10.7 11.6 12.5 
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Figure 7 Graph of database system response time and database size 

5.3 Query Results in Space and Time 

 As discussed in the experiment design, the following experiments map the swarm 

movements to be enclosed in a 20x20 grid.  The observations are recorded for 500 time 

steps over a 24 hour period.  At each time unit, each sensor records the temperature of the 

nearest grid point; that is, the sensing radius of a sensor is restricted to one grid point- the 

one it is closet to.  This assumption simplifies the experiments.  To study the expected 

number of observations from a query concerning specific locations on the grid, 50 
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random grid points are chosen.  50 points out of 400 grid points covers 12.5% of the 

entire swarming area and should be sufficient to examine the effect of sensor density in 

space and time.  Appendix D.3 includes the actual grid points used and other system 

settings.   

5.3.1 Grid Points and Sensor Density 

For each randomly chosen grid point, the number of resulting sensor readings 

from the corresponding query is recorded.  5 sets of experiments querying the same 50 

random grid points are performed with each set containing the number of sensors that is a 

multiple of the number of sensors in the first set.   Refer to Appendix D.3 for the results 

of these experiments.  Table 9 and Table 10 summarizes the results of each set of 

experiment in terms of the sum of the total sensor readings obtained and the number of 

reporting points, respectively.  Subsequently, the summaries are put in graphs in Figure 8 

and Figure 9, respectively.   

Table 9 Summary of observations made in 90 time units 

# of 
sensors 15 30 45 60 75
# of 
readings 61 435 821 314 12

 

Table 10 Summary of number of positions of observations in 90 time units 

# of 
sensors 15 30 45 60 75
# of points 6 5 20 7 7
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Figure 8 Graph of sensor density and number of observations 
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Figure 9 Graph of sensor density and number of reporting points 

 From the graphs, there does not appear to be any apparent trends.  Although the 

first part of the graph in Figure 8 suggests that the number of returned sensor readings has 

a linear relation with the number of sensors in the area, this trend is not observed in the 

second part of the graph.  In fact, the second part of the graph seems to obey an inverse 
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linear relation.  An interesting point shown by the graph is that the number of sensor 

readings reported by the system is less when the sensor density is highest than that at any 

other sensor density, which is counter-intuitive.  Nonetheless, it can be inferred from the 

graph that the structure of the swarms of size 60 and 75 are quite different from their 

structures at smaller sizes.  The swarm structure as its size grows over 60 sensors happens 

not to have much overlap with the random grid points, which is quite possible 

considering that only 50 out of 400 grid points are selected.   From Figure 9, our 

inference is assisted by the indication that the number of reporting points at swarm size 

60 and 75 are the same, but the number of reported readings shows apparent decline from 

314 to 12.  This can also be an indication that the swarm of size 75 has spread apart and 

deviates from the grid points captured by these trials.  By combining the information 

contained in both graphs, it suggests that the swarm hovers over a small number of points 

at size 30 when the lowest number of reporting points contributes to the second largest 

number of readings.  The formation of the swarm coincides best with the locations of the 

selected grid points at size 45 when both the number of reporting points and number of 

readings are largest. 

5.3.2 Time and Sensor Density 

 The experiments in the previous section vary the number of sensors, that is, 

sensor density with respect to a fixed time span (90 simulation time units).  The next sets 

of experiments look at a fixed sensor density of 75 sensors in the region over an 

increasing time span.  All values from the previous settings are retained with each set of 

experiments conducted at increasingly later points in time.  The results of each run are 
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included in Appendix D.3.  Table 11 and Table 12 summarize the query results from 50 

runs.  The graphs of summaries are shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11. 

Table 11 Summary of observations made with 75 sensors 

# time units 90 180 270 360 450

# of 

readings 12 573 2216 2881 3672

 

Table 12 Summary of number of points of observations made with 75 sensors 

# time units 90 180 270 360 450

# of points 7 17 20 22 32
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Figure 10 Graph of number of observations and time 
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Figure 11 Graph of number of reporting points and time 

 Each time the length of time span is increased, it increases the time window 

during which any sensor can make an observation.  Both graphs show increased query 

results as time goes on despite some fluctuations, which is expected for measurements 

involving statistical data at random points.  Also, the dynamic changing of the swarm 

structure and path would have some impact on the outcome.  Furthermore, it should be 

noted the suggestion that the number of sensor readings or number of reporting points 

would be proportional to sensor density in a region is based on the assumption that 

sensors are scattered evenly or move at random in space.  This assumption is somewhat 

defeated when the underlying sensors follow, not random movement, but a specific type 

of coordinated collective behavior – swarming.     

5.4 Summary 

 The experiments examined the effects on the system as the type of query varies, 

the database size grows, and more sensors are deployed.  In the test of query complexity, 
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increased system response delay was observed as the query conditions grows, which is 

consistent with the system delay formulas built in the simulator.  Besides query 

complexity, the query type affects the volume of data being transmitted in the network.  

As the second part of Section 5.1 revealed, the amount of data produced by a query has a 

significant impact on the system response time.  Compared to the effects on response 

time caused by network transmission delay, the increase in processing time due to large 

data set is less significant, which can be understood given the relative speed of processor 

and network communication.  Section 5.3 provides analyses of query results with relation 

to space and time.  The results in Section 5.3.1 showed little indication that the expected 

number of sensor readings is proportional to sensor density.  This result is hardly 

surprising given that the selected grid points are random and swarming individuals tend 

to move as a group.  Finally, in Section 5.3.2, the time window for observation is 

widened gradually over trials to examine its effects on the result size.  In this case, both 

number of observations and points of observation showed approximate linear growth 

with time.  In all the experiments, the formation of swarm and location has a steady 

impact on the results, most prominently shown in the experiments in Section 5.3.1 and 

Figure 7.  The results in Section 5.3.1 are directed more by the swarm movement than 

density, and the sudden increase in system delay shown in Figure 7 is explained by the 

change of swarm formation over time. 
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VI. Conclusions and Future Work 

The top-level goal of this research is to examine the prospect of storing 

reconnaissance data from a collection of networked swarming unmanned aerial vehicles 

(UAVs) in a distributed database system.  A discussion is presented as to what has been 

done in this research and how the objectives in support of the top-level goal set in 

Chapter I have been satisfied.  Significant results and contributions of this work to the 

area of study of UAVs are provided, along with suggestions and recommendations for 

further research in this area. 

6.1 Summary and Conclusions 

In this research, a model has been developed that simulates a distributed database 

built on a swarm of sensors.  Using this simulation model, a set of test suites have been 

designed to observe system performance.  The two primary measures used to evaluate the 

system performance are efficiency and effectiveness.  For the experiments testing 

efficiency in Section 5.1 and Section 5.2, query characteristics and the data load of the 

data store at query submission are analyzed.  The input query conditions examined 

include queries consisting of multiple conditions of increasing number, aggregate queries, 

and queries requesting for the entire record set in the data store.  To examine the effects 

of data load, another set of experiments entered queries of the same type to the database 

system at different simulation times.  For the experiments intended to examine the 

effectiveness of the networked sensor database in Section 5.3, swarm properties are 

examined in the context of space and time.  By analyzing the results, it is found that 

dynamic changes in swarm topology have a distinct impact on both the system response 
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time and query results.  Inputs leading to large network transmissions affect the response 

latency much more than the effects resulted by increased processing load, which validates 

the cost function of the simulator and is consistent with our expectation.  It is also 

revealed that the data (temperature) readings reported by the sensor network do not 

necessarily grow with the average sensor density in the monitored environment.  But 

rather, an understanding of the swarm movement in space and time is necessary to 

facilitate effective data retrieval.  In any rate, lengthening the observation window 

showed a positive impact on both the number of sensor readings returns and the number 

of grid points where readings are obtained.   

In conclusion, the objectives as stated in Chapter I have been successfully 

accomplished through: 

• Building a distributed sensor database model with built-in cost functions 

simulating delays caused by various factors as discussed in system model design 

in Chapter III and implementation details in Chapter IV. 

• Constructing test cases specifically examining various query characteristics, data 

store attributes, and swarm properties as discussed in Section 4.4. 

• Adopting evaluation metrics for analyzing the output of the system model as 

presented in Section 4.3. 

• Exploring the effects and relative amount of influence resulted from various 

system components as discussed in Chapter V.  
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6.2 Research Contribution 

Querying objects in a physical environment against a network of sensors deviates 

from the perceptions of a traditional database system where data is not thought of as 

dynamic.  Understanding how networked sensors are able to be queried is the first step in 

constructing a sensor database model.  In this research effort, a sensor distributed 

database system simulation model has been developed.  The simulation model has been 

designed specifically considering the use of swarming UAVs as distributed data stores.  

Swarms of sizes ranging from 15 UAVs to 75 UAVs have been successfully tested in the 

simulation model.  A number of potential system components in the networked database 

system are considered.  Through the use of a set of test cases and evaluation metrics, this 

research explored the properties of such system model in a typical reconnaissance 

mission. The values of the simulator variable settings, though not necessarily correspond 

to the properties of a real system, give a convenient way of evaluating the impacts of a 

number of system properties on the overall performance.  In all, this research builds on 

the ongoing study of swarming UAVs [33][23][14] and extends this swarm idea by 

incorporating a distributed database system to solve the data storage/search needs of the 

reconnaissance application in the modern network-centric warfare.  Another aspect of this 

research is using a sensor network for environment monitoring.  The Cougar project by 

the Cornell Database Group did an extensive study in this area [66][15][76].  As a result 

of their study, a sensor database supporting in-network query processing in an ad-hoc 

network has been developed.  Although the sensor network described in the Cougar 

project does not account for mobile sensors, much can be learned in their work as 

applicable to the swarming UAV sensor network. 
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6.3 Future Work 

As pointed out in Chapter II, the subject of a swarm of networked UAVs carrying 

sensors and possessing computation power and storage involve topics from multiple 

disciplines.  Several areas of study have been identified, including internal optimization 

mechanisms of distributed database systems; techniques regarding the storage, search, 

and retrieval of image data; and the concept of utilizing parallel processing in a 

distributed system.  A contemporary research effort at the Air Force Institute of 

Technology has successfully parallelized simulating swarming UAVs in a reconnaissance 

environment using the technique of discrete event simulation [14].  Using multiple 

processors for swarm simulation provides the frame work for possible development of a 

more realistic distributed database system model in which each processor represents one 

UAV.   

The distributed database system simulator developed in this work while capturing 

the essential functions of a distributed database, has room for improvement.  Some of the 

potential areas for improvement are: 

• Event detection:  the ability to have multiple criteria for environment event 

monitoring.  [2] uses the notion of even sensors as a class of sensors that detect 

changes in sensor states asynchronously. 

• Multithreading:  capability for multiple queries from users can be handled.  

Research for processing multiple queries and optimization techniques for 

processing multiple queries abound [9][78][74]. 
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• Network communication:  more details can be added in simulating transmissions 

in the wireless network, including bandwidth considerations, estimates for energy 

consumption, application of a network communication protocol, and 

considerations for network traffic congestion [33][15].   

Other details that can be included in the model are estimates for reliability of sensor 

(failure rate), reliability of network communication, and uncertainty in sensor readings. 
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Appendix A. Decentralized Sensor Fusion – Target 

Tracking and Target Recognition 

 
 Decentralized sensor fusion architecture differs from centralized architecture in 

that the filtering and some computational processing is performed at the local sensors 

instead of aggregate all sensor data in one place and fuses them.  Even in decentralized 

architecture, the processed local results are further fused to form a global estimate in a 

central unit.  Pucar and Norber [53] proposed an algorithm for decentralized sensor 

fusion and target tracking using extended Adaptive Forgetting through Multiple Models 

(AFMM) with a decentralized Kalman filtering scheme.   

Since target recognition is closely related to target tracking, this paper intends to 

better understand the implications of the decentralized sensor fusion algorithm to target 

recognition and the underlying assumptions.  This paper starts with a short overview of 

the algorithm proposed by Pucar and Norber, followed by a closer examination of the 

operating considerations and how they differ from those for target recognition.  Then, the 

paper concludes with a discussion of the applicability of adopting the technique for 

decentralized sensor fusion to target recognition. 

Two features proposed by Pucar and Norber as an extension to AFMM algorithm 

are support and alert of the sensor.  To better understand support and alert, consider that a 

global estimate is obtained from sensor fusion and filtering.  If that central estimate is fed 

back to the local sensors, the local sensors can benefit from this knowledge by either 

using the central estimate to reinforce the tracking ability of the sensor if the estimate of 

the local sensor is inferior, or altering the local sensor to focus its signal processing on 
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the indicated area if the local sensor did not detect the tracks contained in the central 

estimate.  This approach could be defected by negative feedbacks and result in 

degradation.  An essential part of the algorithm proposed in [53] is to contain the 

undesirable feedback while allowing local sensors benefit from the central estimate.  This 

is accomplished through probabilistically including the central estimate in the filtering 

algorithm of the local sensor.  When the global estimate is transferred back to the local 

sensors, the global track estimate is checked against the local sensor measurements.  If 

the global estimate is better, the probability associated with that sequence increases; 

otherwise, it is lessened.  Eventually, the sequence containing an estimate inconsistent 

with target measurements is terminated. 

 A crucial assumption in the tracking model is that a number of sensors, possibly 

of different type, “observe the same dynamic system (target) [53]” and use the same 

target model.  This is an over-simplifying assumption.  Realistically speaking, although a 

collection of sensors can be deployed at the same region to observe a dynamic object, not 

all sensors may be able to detect that object of interest due to limitations in the field of 

view of the sensor and the individual sensor location.  The sensors can certainly be placed 

such that all sensors are able to observe the same target, provided the location of the 

target is known a priori, which is rarely the case, given that the target can move.   The 

scenario is much more complicated when multiple targets exist.  As a result, it is not clear 

which sensors have a specific target in view, making it difficult to distinguish noises from 

targets based on the sensor measurements.  It is especially true for target recognition 

where the appearance of an object taken from different views can greatly impact the 

ability of identifying the object.   
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Also, an implicit assumption of the sensor fusion algorithm is that the sensors 

have a full view of the target.  [53] states that when either the target dynamics or the 

measurement processes are nonlinear, the sensors do not have the same model of the 

target.  In such situation, the algorithm depends on the assumption that since all sensors 

are tracking the same target the difference in the local state estimates (which directly 

affect the transition matrix) of each sensor is approximately close.  However, this 

assumption does not necessarily hold when sensors only have limited partial data of the 

target.  As the technology progresses, the sizes of sensors become smaller.   It is the trend 

of the future to have a larger number of small sensors.   Logically, most sensors only 

have a partial image of the target; a challenge of sensor fusion would be to produce the 

big picture from the measurements of local sensors while reducing the effect of noise.  A 

target recognition or target tracking algorithm is then applied to the integrated big picture 

to sift out the objects of interest.  The proposed decentralized sensor fusion algorithm 

does not address this possibility.  On the other hand, the techniques of data association 

and target association may prove to be useful here.  Track initiation and target association 

can be applied to supply extra information to existing tracks or targets to glue together 

the missing information.  Track initiation is a process in which when a target in local 

measurement is not confirmed to be associated to any existing track, a decision is made 

for whether it is a new target or noise.  Track update modifies the existing picture by 

updating the track or the targets when applying in the context of target recognition. 

The main difference in decentralized sensor fusion for target recognition and 

target tracking is that target recognition does not need to keep track of the movement of 

the target or predict the most probable movement though knowing the most likely 
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movement of the target would help the placement of sensors to gather measurements to 

better facilitate identification.  With the exception of having a feature comparison/target 

identifying algorithm in place, the process for target recognition is very similar to target 

tracking.  The discussion above indicates two concerns that should not be overlooked 

when considering applying the extended AFMM and Kalman filter scheme to target 

recognition.  It is doubtful that the existing tracking algorithm would accommodate these 

additional needs without considerable amount of efforts.  Nonetheless, the approaches of 

fusing data from decentralized sensors serves as a valuable reference for future 

development in this area.   
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Appendix B. Application of the COUGAR Sensor 

Database Project on Unmanned Aerial Vehicles 

 
 The COUGAR system developed by the Cornell Database Group at Cornell 

University is targeted toward the investigation of a distributed database infrastructure on 

a network of small sensors having certain (e.g. seismic, acoustic, or temperature) sensing 

capabilities.  The system is designed to be scalable and fault-tolerant, at the same time 

providing flexible data access [66].  The COUGAR sensor database project addresses a 

number of concerns that need to be considered for the design of a distributed database 

system for unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) in a surveillance mission.  As a working 

system comprising of query processing over ad-hoc sensor networks [66], the COUGAR 

system represents one feasible solution to the sensor network data management problem.   

 Because of the highly similarity in the problem domain, it is helpful to understand 

and evaluate the challenges faced and the system architecture of the COUGAR system.  

Nevertheless, this paper is not a summary of the COUGAR system; rather, this paper 

takes the important points identified by the COUGAR project and describes their 

relevance to the problem of data management using distributed database on UAVs.  This 

paper also points out how the characteristics inherent in our problem domain, that is, 

distributed database system on UAVs, affect our considerations. 

  The main reason for advocating in-network storage and processing in a sensor 

network is due to the fact that with the current state of technology the power consumption 

for communication in networks is much more than performing computation within nodes 
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[66].  The previous approach of sending sensor data offline for querying and analysis is 

both not cost-effective and unattractive in terms of system flexibility.  While the 

statements above hold true in the UAV operations, when handling multiple images of 

high resolution the onsite storage capacities (amount of storage on the sensor or the UAV 

on which the sensor is mounted) may be pressed to the limit.  Other image processing 

operations and possibly some rudimentary target recognition steps are reasonably 

expected to be taken onboard.  They all contend for the already limited system resources 

on a network node.   

 The type of sensors considered by the COUGAR project is “nodes 

communicating via wireless multi-hop RF radio powered by small batteries [66].”  

Sensors of this type are subject to some physical constraints, as identified in the 

COUGAR project: communication, power consumption, computation, uncertainty in 

sensor readings [66].  In general, the same constraints apply to surveillance UAVs.  The 

good news is that the sensors on UAVs do not have to operate by themselves; they are 

connected to a relatively large vehicle (compared to the size of the sensors themselves).  

The unmanned aircrafts have existing communication channel for navigation and fly 

control.  Communication between aircrafts on the same network is most likely available 

as well.  The communication needed for the distributed data management system can use 

the existing communication channel or piggyback on other communication data to reduce 

the overhead.  Similarly, the resource constraints for sensor’s power consumption and 

computation capability can be relaxed if the computing and energy capacities of the 

aircraft is included in the consideration.  Even so, the aircrafts have still limited 
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capacities. Today, the flight duration of typical UAVs ranges from one to forty-eight 

hours with payloads from two to one thousand nine hundred and sixty lbs [22].   

 Though the additional resources on UAVs cannot help the uncertainty in sensor 

readings, the number and mobility of the UAVs can.  Despite that there are invariably 

uncertainties inherent in the physical limitation of the sensors, for example, the image 

resolution; having multiple UAVs scout an area eliminates the problem of a bad sensor 

placement.  A particular property of UAVs is that they are mobile – a property that is not 

explicitly stated in the sensor network investigated by the COUGAR project.  The UAVs 

can make several rounds around an object, thus reducing the uncertainty.  Besides, the 

uncertainty in sensor readings becomes less significant when automatic target recognition 

or some pattern matching algorithms are applied.  Because fuzzy logics (or 

approximations) are used in pattern matching, little noises have a good chance of being 

glossed over by the algorithm. 

 From the ad-hoc network model and using the direct diffusion protocol for 

network communication, the sensor network in the COUGAR project is certainly a 

dynamic network.  Still, the model of the COUGAR system does not completely satisfy 

the requirements of a distributed image database.  Inspection of the COUGAR system 

processing steps indicates that the user query is submitted to the system through the Java-

based GUI using graphical input or in SQL format, which is translated to XML format for 

query processing [15].  Queries are passed to a FrontEnd component that serves as the 

sensor network gateway.  The FrontEnd manages the running queries and processes the 

tuples returned from QueryProxy, which is in charge of the exchanges of tuples among 

sensor nodes and communication with sensor devices and within the sensor clusters, to 
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produce the result [15].  The final result is shown in tabular form with the option of being 

sent to a MySQL database [15].  In its essence, the COUGAR system is designed to work 

with relational databases. Unless conventions are adapted to format image data into 

relations and represent images as tuples, different system architecture is needed for the 

UAVs. 

 A large part of the problem background information in the COUGAR project 

coincides with that of the scouting UAV problem, such as the use of a distributed system, 

the dynamic reconfigurable sensor network, and in network wireless communication.  

But a group of UAVs is more than a network of sensors.  The fact that in 

surveillance/reconnaissance UAV operations, sensors are equipped on UAVs gives the 

sensors an edge over a pure sensor network.  Integrating the sensors as part of the UAV 

allows more resources from UAVs to be accessible to sensor.  On the other hand, this 

also introduces complexities in the sharing of resources.  Another complexity in 

developing a distributed system for UAVs is the presentation of data.  The current 

internal structures of the COUGAR system expect queries and sensor data to be 

translated to relations.  To take advantage of the exiting COUGAR system, images 

collected on UAVs need to conform to the structure of a relation.  Or a system structure 

suited for distributed processing of images need to be developed.       
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Appendix C. Simulation Input 

C.1 Sensor Database Simulator Interface  

 To run the simulator, it is assumed that a Java Virtual Machine is installed on the 

platform.  In the command window, enter the following: 

java QueryNetwork [all] | [trigger comp_op value] | [aggregate_op property] [property 

condition [log_op property condition] ….] 

 The options for running the simulator are: 

all – return all data in the system 

 trigger – set a long running condition on sensor measurements 

 value – conditioning threshold on sensor reading  

 aggregate_op – max, min, or avg 

 property – x, y, value, or time 

 condition – expression composed of comp_op followed by a value 

comp_op –  ==, >, <, >=, <=, != 

log_op – ||, && 

Optional parentheses are allowed to specify evaluation order. 

Figure 12 shows a sample output of the database in response to the query (time > 5&& 

time < 10) && y < 18.1.  The query is submitted at time units 20 of simulation time and 

the wireless range is set to 156.8. 
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Figure 12 Sample simulation query output 

C.2 Swarm Simulator Settings  

 Several runs were conducted to collect the UAV positions of swarms of various 

sizes.  The switch settings used to run the simulation with 15 sensors is  

swarm /h w.swh /i 500 /s 3454 /b yes 

where /h flag specifies the output file, /i flag indicates the number of time steps to 

simulate, /s flag gives a seed for the internal random number generator, and /b specifies 

that a boundary is used.  An additional file containing swarm configuration data is used in 

the swarm simulation.  The parameters values for the swarm movements input to the 

database simulator are included in Table 13.  The parameter that is responsible for the 
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size of the swarm is Popsize, which is varied from 15 to 75 at an interval of 15 to produce 

the swarms included in the experiments in Chapter V.  Refer to Appendix F of [33] for a 

complete list of command line switches available and information about the parameter 

file. 

Table 13 Parameter setting in param.txt file for swarm simulations 

Region 3000 2000

Popsize 15 

Scale 50.0 

CZone 10.0 

Dir 0.0 

Seed 5216 

Type 1 

Velocity 1.0 

Turn 5.0 
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Appendix D. Experiment Settings and Output 

D.1 Query Complexity Test  

The values of simulation parameters used in the trials for discussing query 

complexity in Section 5.1 are listed in Table 14. 

Table 14 Parameter setting for distributed sensor database simulation in query 

complexity test 

Parameter Value

Wireless range 142.0 

Command center location (0,0) 

Time of query 20 

Hop rate 2.0 

Central processing rate 1/170 

Data retrieval rate 1/100 

 

The swarm data contains 15 sensors in the swarm network making observations over 500 

time units.  Only data of the first 20 time units are in the database when the queries are 

submitted; that is, it is assumed that queries are initiated at time unit 20.   For each run 

trial, the number of conditions in the query is varied.  The query input for each trial is as 

shown in Table 15. 

Table 15 Queries used in complexity test 

Trial# Query 

1 x < 145.5  
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2 x < 145.5 && x > 27.1 

3 x < 145.5 && x > 27.1 && y > -61.1 

4 (x < 145.5 && x > 27.1 && y > -61.1&& y < 110.2) 

5 (x < 145.5 && x > 27.1 && y > -61.1&& y < 110.2)||value <=59 

6 (x < 145.5 && x > 27.1 && y > -61.1&& y < 110.2)||(value 
<=59&&value>=30) 

 

D.2 Data Load Test  

 The tests for data load are conducted with the same parameter settings as in Table 

14 with the exception of wireless range, which is set to 666.9.   The value for wireless 

range is determined experimentally from the locations of the swarm and their distances to 

the command center at different points in time.  The range of the wireless connection is 

chosen as to prevent any nodes from moving out of the range.  Generally, keeping all 

nodes within reach is not a requirement; the data of those nodes not connected in the 

network is simply lost.  Nevertheless, the value for wireless range is deliberately chosen 

to be large enough for all nodes to be able to report back in order to produce meaningful 

results and remove special conditions in evaluating the system response times.   

 Timing is imperative in this set of experiments.  If observations are taken at a 

fixed time interval, which is one of the assumptions in the sensor data simulation, the 

time a query is entered should be evenly apart.   To ensure that the database is augmented 

by the same amount between each trial, the same number of simulation time unit has to 

elapse before the next query can be submitted.  Specifically, since there are 500 time 

steps from the swarm simulation and 5 trials are performed, each query is presented to the 
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database system 90 time units apart to allow extra time for query processing.  Table 16 

gives the queries entered for each trial.  

Table 16 Query inputs in data load test 

Trial# Query 

1 max x 

2 min x 

3 max y 

4 min y 

5 min value

 

D.3 Effectiveness Test  

For the effectiveness experiments, response time is not considered, which renders 

most of the parameter settings irrelevant.  Two parameters, the wireless radius and the 

length of time since sensors start storing data; still play a part in the outcome of these 

experiments.  The radius of wireless range is set to 668.99 to guarantee all sensor 

observations can be reported.  Time span is an experimental variable that changes with 

the trial. A random number generator is used to generate 50 grid points, listed in Table 

17, to be monitored for observations.  The grid points fall in the range of [0-19, 0-19] 

inclusive, corresponding to a 20x20 grid.   

Table 17 50 random grid points on a 20x20 grid 

(0,13) (9,15) (12,16) (19,10) (0,11) (13,13) (9, 0) (14,13) (15,4) (16,10) 

(13, 9) (10,17) (14,13) (18,9) (8,6) (16,12) (7,3) (3,6) (3,10) (7,4) 
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(12,11) (5, 17) (4,11) (1,14) (11,19) (18,1) (5,19) (14,16) (8,12) (17,17) 

(16,14) (12,13) (13,11) (14,15) (12,15) (11,13) (5,4) (11,6) (12,19) (4,15) 

(3,1) (12,3) (17,15) (4,17) (6,8) (13,9) (5,17) (14,0) (5,2) (8,9) 

 

 Tables 18 to Table 22 show the sizes of the returning result sets when querying 

each of these randomly generated grid points against the database.  The trial number 

corresponds to the order of the grid points.  Each query is submitted at the same time unit 

– time 90.   

Table 18 Runs for 15 sensors with 90 time units 

Trial# 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
# of 
readings 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Trial# 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
# of 
readings 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 21 
Trial# 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 
# of 
readings 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Trial# 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 
# of 
readings 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 
Trial# 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 
# of 
readings 0 0 0 0 22 0 0 0 2 4 

 

Table 19 Runs for 30 sensors with 90 time units 

Trial# 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
# of 
readings 0 0 0 0 0 0 60 0 0 0 
Trial# 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
# of 
readings 0 0 0 0 0 0 196 3 0 0 
Trial# 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 
# of 
readings 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Trial# 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 
# of 
readings 0 0 0 0 0 0 44 0 0 0 
Trial# 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 
 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 132 0 

 

Table 20 Runs for 45 sensors with 90 time units 

Trial# 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
# of 
readings 0 0 5 0 0 155 0 71 0 14 
Trial# 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
# of 
readings 22 2 71 0 3 4 0 0 0 0 
Trial# 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 
# of 
readings 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 41 91 2 
Trial# 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 
# of 
readings 93 0 40 89 74 7 0 4 0 0 
Trial# 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 
 0 0 7 0 4 22 0 0 0 0 

 

Table 21 Runs for 60 sensor with 90 time units 

Trial# 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
# of 
readings 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 154 4 
Trial# 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
# of 
readings 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 
Trial# 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 
# of 
readings 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 
Trial# 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 
# of 
readings 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 63 0 0 
Trial# 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 
 0 57 0 0 0 15 0 0 0 0 

 

Table 22 Runs for 75 sensors with 90 time units 

Trial# 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
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# of 
readings 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 2 1 
Trial# 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
# of 
readings 41 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Trial# 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 
# of 
readings 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Trial# 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 
# of 
readings 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Trial# 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 
 0 5 0 0 0 41 0 0 0 0 

 

Instead of varying the number of sensors, for the experiments shown in Table 23 to Table 

26, 75 sensors are used.  For each set, queries are submitted at increasing time units. 

Table 23 Runs for 75 sensors with 180 time units 

Trial# 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
# of 
readings 0 0 4 0 0 25 0 76 64 56 
Trial# 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
# of 
readings 100 0 76 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Trial# 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 
# of 
readings 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 
Trial# 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 
# of 
readings 0 9 10 10 7 11 0 8 0 0 
Trial# 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 
# of 
readings 0 7 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 

 

Table 24 Runs for 75 sensors with 270 time units 

Trial# 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
# of 
readings 0 0 4 0 0 231 0 498 534 63 
Trial# 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
# of 
readings 111 0 498 26 0 5 0 0 0 0 
Trial# 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 
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# of 
readings 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 
Trial# 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 
# of 
readings 14 16 27 14 7 11 0 14 0 0 
Trial# 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 
 0 21 0 0 0 111 0 0 0 0 

 

Table 25 Runs for 75 sensors with 360 time units 

Trial# 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
# of 
readings 0 0 4 2 0 328 0 559 619 63 
Trial# 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
# of 
readings 120 0 559 28 0 5 0 0 0 0 
Trial# 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 
# of 
readings 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 39 0 0 
Trial# 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 
# of 
readings 15 55 70 185 16 13 0 14 0 0 
Trial# 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 
 0 45 14 0 0 120 0 0 0 0 

 

Table 26 Runs for 75 sensors with 450 time units 

Trial# 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
# of 
readings 0 0 4 2 2 328 0 559 1306 66 
Trial# 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
# of 
readings 129 1 559 28 0 20 2 0 0 0 
Trial# 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 
# of 
readings 13 2 0 0 2 0 0 39 0 0 
Trial# 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 
# of 
readings 23 55 81 185 16 16 2 16 3 1 
Trial# 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 
 0 65 15 1 0 129 2 0 0 0 
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